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Christmas day 1925 brought an unusual present to South Africa, for it was on the 25th of December that year that a young dentist, John C Middleton Shaw, arrived as the newly appointed Senior Lecturer in the Department of Anatomy, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.

Intriguingly he also held the post as Head of the Dental Clinic operated by the University! Under his energetic ...some would say, authoritarian, direction, the Dental Clinic would grow into the first Faculty of Dentistry in South Africa.

Dr Middleton Shaw was an Irish-man, appointed by the Faculty of Medicine to lead the Department of Dentistry. He found at the Clinic an enthusiastic group of 20 dentists who were volunteer teachers of a small group of students, and who also cheerfully delivered treatment to the numerous patients, most of whom were indigent.

The students had enrolled in 1923, most having completed a two year apprenticeship in Dental Mechanics. Two medical students had pre-empted that arrangement, however, for Messrs Shlom and Shein had previously inveigled their way into the Dental Clinic and were already working there when Shaw arrived. He allowed them to continue and the two became the first Wits (and South African) dental graduates.

Middleton Shaw had at first a Dental School which was accommodated in the Tuberculosis Clinic, a facility which had been erected in Bok Street by the Red Cross and the Order of St John. In short order he had imposed a curriculum based on the Irish example and that format continued virtually unchanged from 1926 right through to 1941.

He taught Anatomy, Dental Anatomy, Dental Surgery, Maxillo-Facial Surgery amongst other dental topics. Middleton Shaw was determined to establish an independent School of Dentistry and in due course he gave notice to the Chest Clinic that the building was to become the Dental School.

Arriving at the premises on the day when the Chest Clinic should have vacated the rooms, and finding that no action had been taken, he locked the clinic and declined to allow any of the Chest Clinic personnel in! But he invited them to come around to the Dental Clinic for a cup of tea! Soon the building was in fact the first Dental School in South Africa!

Middleton Shaw holds a reputation of being a terrier in his determination to gain his goal, and a martinet in delivering discipline. His Irish temper was frequently to the fore and his tongue lashings were legendary. He ruled Dental Education in South Africa from his arrival in 1925 to his departure back to Ireland in 1956.

He had faced many hurdles and obstacles in his mission to create a fine reputation for South African Dentistry, overcoming resistance from the University, the Dental Association and the South African Government. He left a legacy in Dentistry which is unsurpassed.

It was from Wits that came the Deans of the new Dental Faculties at Pretoria and Stellenbosch. At the time when his tenure was finally coming to a close, Wits Dental Faculty was widely recognised as amongst the top in the world.

John Middleton Shaw... a towering figure in South African Dentistry. He set by example the highest standards and demanded that those standards be maintained by his School.
We are collectively, and as individuals, faced with a situation in which numerous foci of tension is directed towards us that cover a spectrum of stressors that may include health, financial and/or psychological matters. Many of us are turning to our individual coping mechanisms whilst still considering the looming, perhaps rhetorical question: “What’s going to happen?”

Braun-Lewensohn and Sagy explained that an individual’s ability to use external and internal resources to cope not only influences the way in which that individual perceives challenges, but has a direct influence on how well that individual will cope with the particular stressors.  

Some consider that a strong sense of coherence confers a coping advantage on a person faced by a stressor, in that it prevents this tension to convert into stress. This theory, referred to as the salutogenic model, was first described by Antonovsky as a cross-cultural concept that takes appropriate resources available to different cultures into consideration.

This ability, or a stronger sense of coherence, is believed to lower anxiety or anger during these challenging times. It is therefore beneficial to identify those internal and external resources that one draws on as protective factors. These range from different levels of interpersonal relationships, hobbies and activities, physical activity and routines, to the religious, psychologic and other relevant group interactions to name but a few.

We are all awaiting the outcome of the 21 day lockdown period, and I remain hopeful that the rate of infection of the SARS-CoV-2 virus will decrease. This titanic effort, along with our own personal actions and contributions, all aim at reducing the risk of overwhelming our healthcare system.

Reducing the numbers of new infections, or flattening the curve of new cases, provides our healthcare facilities and staff the space to cope with the COVID-19 burden. In addition to that, we all need to play a further part to “flatten the baseline”, that is, to reduce accidents and emergencies as much as possible to reduce pressure on healthcare systems.

Thank you to our contributors for a stimulating April issue of the SADJ. To all our readers: please remain vigilant and be reminded of the Department of Health Corona virus hotline: 0800 029 9999. During this challenging time, in addition to looking towards our various echelons in leadership positions, let us also engage one another in an effort to be a supportive and caring community. Please stay safe during the COVID-19 lockdown, and I hope that we will all have the opportunity to reflect on this time together once it is over.
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“We will only fight Coronavirus in South Africa with facts and evidence-based strategies, not fake news”.

- Dr Zweli Mkhize, Minister of Health, press conference 01 April 2020
SADA slams HPCSA for outrageously high annual registration fees and asks whether the council has gone rogue

The association vows to do all in its power to prevent its members from being subjected to untenable increases.

The South African Dental Association (SADA) is outraged at the unjustifiable increases communicated by the Health Professions Council of SA (HPCSA) for the annual registration fees payable by practitioners registered under the Health Professions Act, including dentists, dental specialists and others.

SADA is of the view that the HPCSA has gone rogue, and on behalf of its members and the professional at large it urgently calls on the Council to suspend and re-review its annual fee increase for 2020, and to demonstrate an appreciation of the economic reality in South Africa with an increase based on the consumer price index (CPI), and then manage its budgets within those parameters.

SADA is vehemently opposed to the announced 2020 fees and if the Association does not get a reasonable accommodation of its concerns, it will do everything in its power to ensure its members are not subjected to untenable increases, which will put even more pressure on an already financially strained profession. “This is a fight we are prepared to take on” says Mr KC Makhubele, SADA CEO.

Responding to the announcement in Board Notice 11, published in the Government Gazette Number 43024 of 17 February 2020, Makhubele said: “Health practitioners have made the mistake of not vehemently challenging these increases in the past and it seems that the HPCSA is emboldened and doubled up on the increasing percentage. The HPCSA has indeed gone rogue and has to be stopped!”

He said SADA has urgently raised its serious concerns in a letter dated March 5, 2020, to the HPCSA, where it outlined its objections over the registration fee increases for 2020, which are ranging from 21.65% to 21.24% for dentists and dental specialists, respectively. These fees are payable by practitioners by April 1, 2020.

“This follows from 12.29% and 12.13% for dentists and dental specialists from 2018 to 2019,” said Makhubele. “Both increases are substantially above CPI. These fees are extremely high and they do not reflect the realities on the ground.

“The nation’s economy remains soft, practitioners’ reimbursements are down, overhead costs are up; regulatory compliance is increasing; private practice is a tough business but so is the public sector.

Most businesses - large or small, product or service, retail or otherwise - are feeling a financial pinch, including business operated by our members. The cost of running a practice is becoming prohibitively expensive as practitioners are forced to perform more and more administrative tasks without reimbursement.

“A poor economic climate, low medical aid tariffs which are below inflation, and has been the case for many years, and other regulatory developments have increased the financial strain on health practitioners.”

SADA is particularly disturbed by the fact that the HPCSA did not consult with its constituents who are registrants with the Council and directly affected by such increases. The Council has sought to unilaterally impose exorbitant increases while neglecting to inform its members, the Association of what the reasons were for the double-digit percentage increases.

SADA asks: Why have they implemented such fees? Is this to line their pockets and continue to sustain the dysfunctional HPCSA, as per the Ministerial Task Team (MTT) Report chaired by Professor Bongani M Mayosi in October 2015, which found that the HPCSA is a deeply dysfunctional mega-organisation of 12 professional boards which lacks coherence and cohesion.

Dysfunction and ineffective? “Is this what we must pay for? Did they not anticipate that this will be met with dissatisfaction? Is the HPCSA really so far removed from its constituents? SADA only became aware of the increases following the publication in the government
“The status quo of the ineffectiveness of the HPCSA has not changed since 2015; these fee increases by the HPCSA are but one of the symptoms of the malaise. SADA has tried to engage the various levels of the HPCSA but they don’t seem to be willing or capable of changing for the better. We are always met with arrogance, indecision, inordinate delays and half-hearted responses.”

The council has failed in many respect which SADA has recorded in the various meetings and correspondence.

This further strengthens SADA's strong support of the MTT in its recommendation: “It is the view of the MTT that the best interests of the health system are not served by the current structure and organisation of the HPCSA. The MTT recommends that consideration be given to the unbundling of the HPCSA into at least two entities: the historic Medical and Dental Council (which constitutes a third of the current membership of the HPCSA) and a Health and Rehabilitation Council (for the rest of the professional membership of the HPCSA). These new Councils would join the South African Pharmacy Council, the South African Nursing Council and other autonomous councils in the Forum of Statutory Health Professions Councils.”

SADA affirms that its members view the 2020 registration fees payable to the Council as unreasonable and disproportionately exorbitant in comparison to other registerable categories within the HPCSA. This is a unique feature of the HPCSA, in that the majority of its finances come from the contribution of doctors and dentists through their annual subscriptions.

As such, SADA calls on all organised professions under the HPCSA to reject these increases and implore the HPCSA to urgently suspend its exorbitant and unjustifiable 2020 fee increases and institute reasonable fee increases that are in touch with reality. Failure to do so will be met with a dogged determination by SADA to prevent the HPCSA from crippling its members any further. We hope that the HPCSA will respond positively to our fair and reasonable request.

Notice of the 20th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of The South African Dental Association NPC (SADA)

Notice is hereby given that the 20th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the South African Dental Association (SADA) will be held at the SADA Head Office, 31 Princess of Wales Terrace, Parktown, Johannesburg, on Thursday 28 May 2020 at 18h00. The meeting will be followed by snacks and refreshments. The Agenda for the meeting will be posted on the SADA website.

SADA is your Association and your voice counts.

KC Makhubele
Chief Executive Officer
25 February 2020
COVID-19 pandemic and the dental practice
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ABSTRACT

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), originating in Wuhan, China in December 2019 has become a pandemic affecting numerous countries worldwide, with over 1353 positive cases and 4 deaths confirmed in South Africa thus far.

Dental practitioners are at the forefront of this outbreak through direct and contact transmission via face-to-face communication and through the generation of significant amounts of droplets and aerosols during routine dental procedures, posing potential risks of infection transmission.

There are no guidelines for South African dental practitioners to follow in the time of the COVID-19 pandemic. This paper provides consolidated evidence and best practice on how to prevent and minimise the spread of infection within the dental setting through the use of a flowchart.

The level of evidence provided is based on global recommendations and experience. We conclude that unless dental professionals stick to stringent infection control practices, they are likely to contribute to the spread of the COVID-19.

We recommend that during this outbreak, dental professionals consider scaling down on their normal routine, and protect themselves and patients. Focus should be on the management of pain, sepsis and trauma. The epidemic will pass, and dental professionals should outlast the scourge.

Keywords
Epidemic, pandemic, dentistry, COVID-19, dental professionals, SARS-CoV-2.

INTRODUCTION

The Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic appears to be taking a firmer grip on South Africa with 1353 positive cases and 4 deaths confirmed at the time of writing this article. More oral healthcare practitioners will face the potential transmission of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), yet very little information is condensed into appropriate resources and management of this outbreak. In this paper we review the available evidence to deliver the latest information concerning this pandemic facing the oral health professions.

What is an epidemic?

Our ability to intervene and control the spread of the COVID-19 epidemic is intricately linked with our understanding of the history and course of outbreaks. Epidemics are conditions that prevail extensively among a given population.

These conditions can be contrasted with endemic conditions which are always prevalent among the people in less or subdued rates. Epidemics are characterized by the peaking or fermenting of new or endemic conditions resulting in a significantly greater than normal number of affected individuals in places and periods.
Several epidemics have plagued humankind since time immemorial, displaying great variations in consequences and malevolence. Yet these conditions display similar and definite features, which explains the anatomy of epidemics and in the case of COVID-19, a pandemic.

1. Epidemics are all fevers, characterized by conditions such as Plague, Yellow Fever, Cholera, Small-Pox, Typhus, Scarlet Fever, Influenza, Ebola and presently COVID-19.

2. Epidemics have a widespread course; prevailing and attacking a large number of people at once or in rapid succession. Hence the tendency to peak exponentially.

3. Epidemics display rapidity in their course, beginning slowly, advancing disjointedly and suddenly striking a major blow, resulting in huge morbidity and or mortality.

4. Epidemics provide a distinct and unmistakable warning; at first these conditions spread violently and suddenly, later resulting in a milder form. This explains the tendency of epidemics to eventually burn out or attenuate in severity.

5. Epidemics result from a transformation of an ordinary disease into a new type of disease. Most recent epidemics can be traced back to changes in diseases occurring in lower animals.

6. Epidemics have a similar manner of migration and course, characterized by periods of quiescence, increase to peak, decrease or decline and disappearance. All epidemics go through these phases repeatedly from one location to the next; from one period to the next.

7. The duration of the epidemic is related to the size of the locality.

8. Epidemics have a short brevity of time from the moment of attack to the recovery or death. Most persons exposed to these conditions will recover in good time… or die therefrom.

9. Epidemics are produced by primary and predisposing causes acting together in unison. The primary cause cannot take effect until the system is weakened or rendered susceptible. The effector agents or predisposing factors (internal or external) contribute to a collapse of the resistance of the body.

The present strain of coronavirus, the SARS-CoV-2, recently encountered in humans, originated in Wuhan
death.8

COVID-19 displays all the hallmarks of an epidemic such as fever, a global penetration, rapid and exponential spread; similarity in genetic profile to viruses isolated from lower animals; short latency periods from being asymptomatic, to morbidity, to mortality. Typical of a viral epidemic, the mortality due to COVID-19 is higher in compromised individuals such as those with underlying co-morbidities such as hypertension, diabetes and cardiovascular disease.7 The increase in infection rates is indicative of the initial phase of the epidemic.

It is notable that current available evidence indicates that smoking hastens COVID-19 progression and has a high association with unfavourable outcomes such as admission into ICU, mechanical ventilation and/or death.

The literature is deficient in determining the effect of COVID-19 on vulnerable populations, specifically children. An investigation of 1391 children (aged 16 and younger) for SARS-CoV-2 infections showed that 12.3% tested positive, with a median age of 6.7 years. Of these, 41.5% had fever.9 Although coughing and pharyngeal erythema were commonly found, 15.8% of these children had no symptoms or signs of infection. A further 12 showed radiologic signs for pneumonia, but were asymptomatic. In this group, one child (10 months old) passed away.

As things stand, the rising rates of infections are indicative of only the initial phase of the epidemic. The global decrease, decline and disappearance phases of the epidemic may be a long way away.

Management of epidemics

The management of an epidemic entails all activities to be undertaken, before, during and after the onset of the outbreak. These include the processes which should be involved in order to anticipate or predict the occurrence of an outbreak, enabling preventive measures.

Early detection and surveillance can limit the spread and minimize the impact of the outbreak. Failure to follow these processes often results in dire health, economic and social consequences.

Therefore, coordination among and communication by all sectors and levels of the State are critical for effective management of an outbreak. Ordinarily, the technical groups, including healthcare professionals, are specifically positioned to detect and manage outbreaks.

These groupings are able to fulfill their responsibilities provided they receive the necessary support and resour-
ces from the political and public health authorities. Failure in epidemic control is commonly due to failure of authorities and the public to heed the call of the technical experts, more so because their advice tends to infringe on the individual rights and restrict liberties.

Role of the dental profession in the management of COVID-19

Oral healthcare practitioners carry the greatest risk of COVID-19 acquisition, resulting from face-to-face communication with patients, as well as frequent exposure to body fluids such as saliva and blood together with fomites (such as dental instruments). Following routine dental procedures, through the use of air-turbine handpieces, low-speed handpieces, ultrasonic scalers, bicarbonate polishers, and polishing cups, as well as, drilling and air sprays inside the oral cavity, a bio-aerosol is created.

Aerosolization occurs when biological particles produced during dental procedures are suspended in gaseous media in the immediate environment, posing a risk in terms of transmission and spread of the virus. Bio-aerosols containing infectious microorganisms remain suspended in the air post-treatment in high concentrations, and can spread to inactive dental treatment areas. This in turn increases the risk of exposure to clinicians and patients which can result in the spread of micro-organisms including the SARS-CoV-2.

An in vitro study on the viability of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in aerosol and on different surfaces showed that the virus remains viable for up to 3 hours. It may be longer as the experiment itself only lasted for 3 hours. When surface viability was assessed, the virus was detected up to 72 hours later. The authors reported that the virus was more stable on plastic and stainless steel surfaces than on copper and cardboard, but present on all nonetheless. This indicates that aerosol and fomite transmission routes are entirely possible.

Therefore, special efforts to protect or reduce transmission should focus on susceptible populations including healthcare providers, and dental professionals in particular. Figure 1 provides clinical guidelines for oral health personnel on measures to prevent the transmission of the virus in their practices. The prevention strategies and precautions are intended to guide clinicians with key clinical activities including the following: patient assessment and treatment procedures, personal hygiene measures, infection control and disinfection, pre-operative rinses, isolation and barrier control techniques, imaging, and waste management.

1. Patient assessment

It is critical for dentists to establish a pre-treatment assessment point or triage area in their practice. At this designated area, a thorough questioning of the patient should take place (Figure 1). Further investigation, specifically the measurement of temperature should be undertaken. During this assessment, patients and their entourage must be supplied with masks to restrict transmission of secretion.

The number of persons accompanying patients (in the case of minors or the elderly) should be limited to one. The patient waiting area should be well ventilated, with a one metre separation between patients (social distancing).

Based on the level of risk estimated, the patients should be triaged to relevant service centres including hospitals for further management. It is advisable that only "emergencies" should be attended to. This includes the management of pain, sepsis or trauma.

For suspected/confirmed cases of COVID-19 who require urgent dental treatment, procedures should be performed within a negative pressure room with a minimum of 12 air changes per hour to facilitate ventilation, as per the World Health Organization’s recommendations. Mechanical ventilation should also be initiated between patients. Personal protective equipment of the highest standard should be utilised at all times.

2. Personal hygiene measures

2.1. Hand hygiene

The importance of handwashing for twenty seconds is critical in the prevention of infection transmission. The cleansing of hands can be performed with either soap and water or an alcohol-based hand rub.

Hand hygiene should be performed before touching a patient, before any procedure, after exposure to body fluids, after touching a patient, and after touching a patient’s surroundings.

2.2. Personal protective equipment (PPE)

Preventing fine and ultrafine particle exposure can only be achieved through the use of high level personal protective equipment.

(i). Goggles / face-shields

The spread of oral microorganisms during oral procedures radiates mostly towards the inner part of the eyes and around the nose. COVID-19 may also be transmitted through the conjunctiva receiving infectious
President Cyril Ramaphosa declared a national state of disaster in light of the novel Coronavirus pandemic which has spread to numerous countries with the number of confirmed cases and deaths steadily rising. One thousand three hundred and fifty three cases and four deaths (23 March 2020) are confirmed in South Africa.

**WITHIN THE LAST 14 DAYS**
- Have you had a fever? (Temperature > 37.3°C)
- Have you had a cough or respiratory symptoms? (Cough or difficulty breathing)
- Is there any history of travel or residence in the epidemic areas?
  - High risk: China, USA, UK, Germany, Spain, Iran, South Korea and Italy.
  - Medium risk: Portugal, Hong Kong, and Singapore.
- Have you been in contact with anyone who has/had a fever, respiratory symptoms or confirmed COVID-19.

**HIGHER RISK INDIVIDUALS:**
- Males.
- Individuals > 60 years old.
- With Comorbidities:
  - Diabetes.
  - Hypertension.
  - Cardio-vascular diseases.
- Immune-compromised individuals.
- Positive response to questionnaire.
- Having travelled from epidemic areas.

**ORAL / DENTAL EMERGENCIES**
- Pain, Trauma, Sepsis/Infection, or
- Cases where non-treatment would inhibit normal oral function to the extent where this will negatively impact a patient’s health in the next three to six months. Dentists will use their professional judgment to treat patients in this category.

**PPE (Personal Protective Equipment)**
- PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) includes:
  - Headwear, face shield/goggles, N95 mask, disposable gowns, closed shoes. Hand hygiene is imperative at all times.

---

Figure 1. Triage schematic for Dental professionals
Adequate prevention can be achieved through the implementation of stringent control measures to curb the spread of the virus as the risk of cross infection is high. The following flowchart provides some guidance to the practitioner on how to manage patients, staff, and the workplace during this SARS-CoV-2 outbreak. Also consult the NCID website: www.ncid.ac.za.

**POSSIBLE PROCEDURES RELATED TO DENTAL EMERGENCIES**

- Dental extractions
- Emergency root canal treatment (RCT)
- Atraumatic restorative techniques (ART)
- Pain management
- Biopsies

**NON-EMERGENCIES**

*include:

- any procedure that can be postponed, or
- are elective, and should be re-scheduled until further notice.

- Avoid contact whenever possible
- Keep social distance
  (WHO recommendation = 1 meter)
- Preferably utilize online payments and statements.
- Confirm safety of Ibuprofen prior to prescription.

**TEMPERATURE ≤37,3 ºC**

- Negative questionnaire.

**Main complaint, Medical history, Examination.**

- Oral mouthwash/rinse prior to oral examination and procedure. E.g.: 1% Hydrogen Peroxide or 0,2% Povidone Iodine.

**TREAT EMERGENCY**

- Repeat Questionnaire.
- Measure temperature.
- PPE for all staff and patient.
- Well ventilated room.
- All surfaces disinfected with alcohol [> 70%].

**TEMPERATURE ≤37,3 ºC**

- Positive response to questionnaire.
- Coughing, difficulty breathing or cannot hold breath for more than 10 seconds.
- Give patient N95 mask
- Isolate (14 days post-exposure)
- Call THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CORONA VIRUS HOTLINE:
  0800 029 9999

**PRE- INSPECTION OFFICE/AREA**

- Measure temperature.
- PPE for all staff and patient.
- Well ventilated room.
- All surfaces disinfected with alcohol [> 70%].

**WALK-IN**

- Repeat Questionnaire.
- Measure temperature.
- PPE for all staff and patient.
- Well ventilated room.
- All surfaces disinfected with alcohol [> 70%].

**NON-EMERGENCIES**

- Any procedure that can be postponed, or
- Are elective, and should be rescheduled until further notice.

- Avoid contact whenever possible
- Keep social distance
  (WHO recommendation = 1 meter)
- Preferably utilize online payments and statements.
- Confirm safety of Ibuprofen prior to prescription.

Access the complete diagram for download and print at the follow link - https://imgur.com/TGZJUdf
droplets. It is for this reason that protective eyewear or face-shields should be worn and should be disinfected between procedures.

(ii). Face masks
A National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)-certified N95, European Standard Filtering Face Piece 2 (EU FFP2), or equivalent mask should be used. N95 respirator masks have been shown to filter at least 95% of airborne particles with an aerodynamic diameter of 0.3um or above, but are not resistant to oil particles. It should be noted that there is no standard test for nanoparticle penetration on respirators. However, the improper use of the mask and the possibility of leakage around the mask seal could negate the intended effect of the mask.

It is also important to note the variability of these masks in relation to the manufacturer as different N95 models may differ in shape, and whether they have an exhalation valve or not.

3. Infection control and disinfection
Droplets containing infective agents produced during aerosol generating procedures deposit on the surrounding surfaces and can persist for days. Biocidal surface disinfectants containing 62%-71% ethanol, 0.5% hydrogen peroxide, and 0.1% (1 g/L) sodium hypochlorite should be used for a period of one minute to disinfect the dental surgery between patients.

27 Items which should be disinfected include and are not limited to the dental chair, cabinet tops, taps, door handles, blood pressure cuffs as well as computer keyboards/mouse, pens and cell phones. Other steps taken to reduce aerosol contamination include:

• Disinfection of the water line to the dental chair equipment.
• Sterilization of all dental treatment machines and instruments.
• Installation of a valve and strainer in the dental chair to prevent sucking reintegration infected liquid, aerosols and particulate materials.

4. Additional treatment regimen
The universal use of pre-procedural rinses and high-volume evacuations is recommended in addition to standard infection control barriers such as PPE, as a means of reducing infection risk. Pre-operative mouth rinsing, usually through the use of Chlorhexidine 0.12%, has been shown to reduce the microbial count. Unfortunately, this antiseptic mouthwash may not be effective in killing SARS-CoV-2. Due to the vulnerability of the virus to oxidation, the use of 1% hydrogen peroxide or 0.2% povidone have been recommended as alternatives prior to any dental procedure. Rubber dam isolation eliminates up to 98.5% of the microbial content within aerosols, and for this reason should be used during every procedure. The use of a high-volume evacuator further diminishes the aerosol produced.

5. Imaging and radiography
Dental imaging, which is generally used as the main diagnostic aid by dental professionals should be limited to extra-oral imaging where possible. This diminishes pooling of saliva and gagging reflex.

6. Medical waste management
All disposable personal protective equipment should be discarded into the infectious waste bin which should be collected and discarded according to established waste management protocols. Reusable items and instruments should be sterilized as per the Asia Specific Society for Infection Control (APSIC) guidelines for disinfection and sterilization of instruments in health care facilities.

CONCLUSION
It is prudent for dentists to keep abreast with the developments around the COVID-19, in order that they may institute appropriate clinical practice which will ensure maximum protection for themselves, staff and patients. The decision about the nature and level of service to be provided remains the prerogative of each practitioner depending on the level of risk assessment and the readiness of the practice.

Figures are correct as reported on day of sending to print.
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Mandibular first and second premolars with challenging root canal anatomy - Part 1: Review of the literature

Mandibular premolars can be one of the most difficult teeth to treat endodontically because of the variations in root canal anatomy.\(^1,2\)

According to England, Hartwell and Lance,\(^3\) variation in root canal anatomy is one of the main reasons why mandibular premolars have a high frequency of failures and flare-ups. The literature indicates that the incidence of the number of roots and the number of canals varies greatly in human teeth.\(^4,5\)

Mandibular first premolars can present with an extremely complex internal root canal morphology.\(^6,7\) A study by the University of Washington showed mandibular first premolars to have the highest failure rate when evaluating non-surgical root canal therapy, with a reported failure rate of 11.4%.\(^8\)

This high incidence of failure could be attributed to the high incidence of variations in these teeth and the difficulty of negotiating, shaping and cleaning these canals if present. Age, sex and ethnicity are some of the factors that contribute to the variations in canal configurations between different studies.\(^9-11\)

According to Cleghorn, Christie and Dong,\(^12\) who reported on eight anatomical studies that include 4,462 teeth, most mandibular first premolars have a single root with a single root canal (97.9%) (Figure 1). Vertucci\(^4\) shows that a single canal is found in 70% of cases; in 4% of cases there could be two canals joining at a common apical foramen (Figure 2); in 24% of cases one root canal bifurcates at the apical third of the root into two branches (Figure 3); and in 1.5% of cases there could be two independent canals (Figure 4).

In 1990, Hülsmann\(^13\) reported a mandibular first premolar with three root canals and, according to Baisden, Kulild and Weller,\(^14\) this tooth can also present with a C-shaped root canal.

**Mandibular First Premolars**

Mandibular first premolars can present with an extremely complex internal root canal morphology.\(^6,7\) A study by the University of Washington showed mandibular first premolars to have the highest failure rate when evaluating non-surgical root canal therapy, with a reported failure rate of 11.4%.\(^8\)

This high incidence of failure could be attributed to the high incidence of variations in these teeth and the difficulty of negotiating, shaping and cleaning these canals if present. Age, sex and ethnicity are some of the factors that contribute to the variations in canal configurations between different studies.\(^9-11\)

According to Cleghorn, Christie and Dong,\(^12\) who reported on eight anatomical studies that include 4,462 teeth, most mandibular first premolars have a single root with a single root canal (97.9%) (Figure 1). Vertucci\(^4\) shows that a single canal is found in 70% of cases; in 4% of cases there could be two canals joining at a common apical foramen (Figure 2); in 24% of cases one root canal bifurcates at the apical third of the root into two branches (Figure 3); and in 1.5% of cases there could be two independent canals (Figure 4).

In 1990, Hülsmann\(^13\) reported a mandibular first premolar with three root canals and, according to Baisden, Kulild and Weller,\(^14\) this tooth can also present with a C-shaped root canal.

**INTRODUCTION (Part 1)**

Mandibular premolars can be one of the most difficult teeth to treat endodontically because of the variations in root canal anatomy.\(^1,2\)

According to England, Hartwell and Lance,\(^3\) variation in root canal anatomy is one of the main reasons why mandibular premolars have a high frequency of failures and flare-ups. The literature indicates that the incidence of the number of roots and the number of canals varies greatly in human teeth.\(^4,5\)

This high incidence of failure could be attributed to the high incidence of variations in these teeth and the difficulty of negotiating, shaping and cleaning these canals if present. Age, sex and ethnicity are some of the factors that contribute to the variations in canal configurations between different studies.\(^9-11\)

According to Cleghorn, Christie and Dong,\(^12\) who reported on eight anatomical studies that include 4,462 teeth, most mandibular first premolars have a single root with a single root canal (97.9%) (Figure 1). Vertucci\(^4\) shows that a single canal is found in 70% of cases; in 4% of cases there could be two canals joining at a common apical foramen (Figure 2); in 24% of cases one root canal bifurcates at the apical third of the root into two branches (Figure 3); and in 1.5% of cases there could be two independent canals (Figure 4).

In 1990, Hülsmann\(^13\) reported a mandibular first premolar with three root canals and, according to Baisden, Kulild and Weller,\(^14\) this tooth can also present with a C-shaped root canal.

**MANDIBULAR FIRST PREMOLARS**

Mandibular first premolars can present with an extremely complex internal root canal morphology.\(^6,7\) A study by the University of Washington showed mandibular first premolars to have the highest failure rate when evaluating non-surgical root canal therapy, with a reported failure rate of 11.4%.\(^8\)

This high incidence of failure could be attributed to the high incidence of variations in these teeth and the difficulty of negotiating, shaping and cleaning these canals if present. Age, sex and ethnicity are some of the factors that contribute to the variations in canal configurations between different studies.\(^9-11\)

According to Cleghorn, Christie and Dong,\(^12\) who reported on eight anatomical studies that include 4,462 teeth, most mandibular first premolars have a single root with a single root canal (97.9%) (Figure 1). Vertucci\(^4\) shows that a single canal is found in 70% of cases; in 4% of cases there could be two canals joining at a common apical foramen (Figure 2); in 24% of cases one root canal bifurcates at the apical third of the root into two branches (Figure 3); and in 1.5% of cases there could be two independent canals (Figure 4).

In 1990, Hülsmann\(^13\) reported a mandibular first premolar with three root canals and, according to Baisden, Kulild and Weller,\(^14\) this tooth can also present with a C-shaped root canal.

**Figure 1.** Periapical radiograph of a mandibular left first premolar with a single canal. Note the multiple portals of exit that are visible after irrigation and obturation.

**Figure 2.** Periapical radiograph of a mandibular left first premolar with two root canal systems joining in the apical third into a single canal. Note the midroot lateral canals that are visible after irrigation and obturation.

**Figure 3.** Periapical radiograph of a mandibular right first premolar with two independent root canals in one root.

**Figure 4.** Periapical radiograph of a mandibular right first premolar with a root canal system that bifurcates into two branches at the junction between the midroot and apical third of the root.
A review by Cleghorn, Christie and Dong reports on the internal morphology of 4 733 mandibular first premolar teeth. One canal was present in 75.8% of the teeth studied, compared to 24.2% of teeth having two or more canals.

A single apical foramen was found in 78.9% of teeth, whereas two or more apical foramina were found in 21.1% of teeth. They also reported that mandibular first premolars with two roots were found in 1.8% of cases and that three-rooted (0.2%) and four-rooted (<0.1%) varieties were quite rare.

MANDIBULAR SECOND PREMOLARS

The mandibular second premolar usually has one root with a single root canal system that can occur in 65% to 100% of cases. A review of the literature on root configuration of mandibular second premolars when 4 019 teeth were assessed showed a 99.6% incidence of single-rooted teeth.

The single root can also present with two canals in 1–11% with a single apical foramen in 91.8% (Figure 5). A review of the literature on root configuration of mandibular second premolars when 4 019 teeth were assessed showed a 99.6% incidence of single-rooted teeth.

Several authors have also reported single roots with three root canals in approximately 0.4% of cases (Figures 6A-E).

Rhodes and Macri and Zwemer have reported mandibular second premolars with four and five root canals respectively. According to a literature review by Cleghorn, Christie and Dong, mandibular second premolars can have two separate roots in 0.3% of cases (Figure 10) and three separate roots in 0.1% of cases (Figure 11).

Although normal root canal anatomy and canal configuration are well documented in the literature, there are still large variations in data on anomalies and the incidence thereof.

Similar findings are reported by Park et al. These authors report an incidence of 0.6% of mandibular second premolars presenting with two separate roots. According to Sachdeva et al., an investigation of available literature revealed no cases of four separate roots and four distinct root canals in mandibular second premolars.

It is important to note that the root and canal morphology of the second mandibular premolar can be influenced by gender, age and ethnicity. Park et al. and co-workers conclude in their study that no significant differences could be found between female and male patients or between left and right sides of the mandible.

Tzanetakis et al. report a unique case of a mandibular second premolar with four canals diagnosed and treated with the use of the dental operating microscope, emphasising the vital role of proper magnification in diagnosis and treatment of challenging anatomy. The use of conventional radiographs provides limited information; investigation using specialised radiographic techniques in conjunction with traditional two-dimensional images is advocated to confirm challenging anatomy.

In part two of this article the authors will provide the clinician with guidelines and clinical techniques that might aid in root canal treatment on mandibular premolars that present with unusual root canal anatomy.
Figure 8.
(A). Periapical radiograph of a mandibular right second premolar with a single root with a large periapical radiolucency.
(B). Three root- canal systems were located, joining in the apical third to end in one apical foramen.
(C). Obturation of the three root- canal systems.
(D). Periapical radiograph after six months showing good healing of the periapical pathology.
(E). Axial slice of a 6-month follow-up CBCT 3mm from the apex showing the three separate root canals.

Figure 9. Periapical radiograph of a mandibular left second premolar with a single root and 3 separate root-canal systems ending in three apical foramina.

Figure 10. Periapical radiograph of a mandibular left second premolar with two separate roots and root canals.

Figure 11.
(A). Axial slice of a CBCT scan through the coronal aspect (DEJ level) of a non-vital mandibular right second premolar showing an irregularly shaped root.
(B). Axial slice of a CBCT scan through the midroot aspect depicting three separate roots and root canals.
(C). Axial slice of a CBCT scan through the apical level showing three separate roots and root canals.
(D). Post-operative periapical radiograph illustrating the final result after root canal preparation and obturation (courtesy of Dr M du Bruyn).
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Mandibular first and second premolars with challenging root canal anatomy - Part 2: Endodontic management
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INTRODUCTION (Part 2)

In Part 1 of this article the authors give a literature review focussed on the complexity and variation in the anatomy of mandibular premolars. In Part 2 of this series the authors, by means of clinical case studies, will illustrate, discuss and give recommendations on diagnostic as well as endodontic clinical management of these, often complexed cases.

CASE REPORT 1

A 22-year-old, male patient presented with an uncomplicated medical history and reported no health problems. A pre-operative radiograph was taken and revealed a lower second premolar with two distinct roots (Figure 1).

After informed consent was obtained, the tooth was anaesthetised and the temporary restoration was removed. A rubber dam was applied and straight-line access (SLA) was achieved. The Dental Operating Microscope (DOM) (Zeiss Germany) was used to identify the pulpal floor map and visualise two distinct root canal orifices.

The orifices were gently enlarged using the ProTaper SX file (Dentsply Sirona, Ballaigues, Switzerland). Length determination was done using an apex locator (ProPex II, Dentsply Sirona) and size 10 K-File (Dentsply Sirona). A reproducible micro-glide path was created for a size 10 K-File and a macro-glide path was completed using the ProGlider (Dentsply Sirona). Both root canals were prepared with the WaveOne Gold Primary file (Dentsply Sirona) using the manufacturer’s advocated technique.

Regular irrigation was done using 3.5% sodium hypochlorite activated with the EndoActivator (Dentsply Sirona). Patency was maintained during cleaning and shaping, and recapitulation and re-irrigation were done to remove debris. Once cleaning and shaping were completed, the canals were dried with appropriate paper points.

A combination of WaveOne Gold Primary gutta percha cones (Dentsply Sirona), BioRoot RCS sealer (SeptoDont, Lancaster, USA) and warm vertical condensation Obtura Max II (Obtura Spartan) was used (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Post-operative instructions were provided and the patient was rescheduled for crown preparation as final restoration to ensure cusp protection.

CASE REPORT 2

The patient, a 40-year-old male, presented with a history of an emergency root canal treatment after irreversible pulpitis on his mandibular left second premolar. A pre-operative radiograph revealed a large root canal in the coronal aspect of the tooth that suddenly disappeared in the midroot area (Figure 4).

The tooth was anaesthetised, a rubber dam was placed and the temporary filling removed from the access cavity. A pre-curved, size 08 K-File (Dentsply Sirona) was introduced into the first root canal system. An attempt was made to locate a second root canal, without any success. The access cavity was modified in a buccal-lingual direction using a Start-X tip no. 1 (Dentsply Sirona).

Under high magnification and LED illumination using the DOM (Global, USA) a second canal orifice was located on the buccal aspect of the root using a size 10, 4% tapered Micro-opener (Dentsply Sirona). Both canals were negotiated to working length using the size 08 C+ and K-files (Dentsply Sirona), and length determination was done with an electronic apex locator (Propex Pixie, Dentsply Sirona) and confirmed radiographically (Figure 5).

On closer inspection of the canal orifices under the DOM, it was noted that there was evidence of another possible orifice towards the buccal aspect of the located buccal root canal. The access was modified with a Start-X tip no. 2 (Dentsply Sirona) and the Micro-opener was used to locate the third root canal orifice (Figure 6). It was noted that the 2 buccal canals join at the junction of the midroot and apical third of the root.
Figure 1. Pre-operative periapical radiograph revealing evidence of two separate roots on the mandibular right second premolar.

Figure 2. Obturation of the two separate roots and root canals with WaveOne Gold Primary gutta percha cones and sealer using the Obtura Max II Obturation Unit (Obtura Spartan).

Figure 3. Completed obturation with temporary restoration.

Figure 4. Pre-operative periapical radiograph of a mandibular left second premolar. Note that the main large root canal disappears in the coronal aspect of the root, indicating the possibility of more than one root canal system.

Figure 5. Periapical radiograph confirming the working length in the buccal and lingual root canal.

Figure 6. High magnification view at the level where the main root canal system divides into three root canals.

Figure 7. (A) Periapical radiograph showing the final result after obturation. Note the additional third buccal canal merging with the main buccal root canal at the junction of the midroot and apical third. (B) There was also evidence of a lateral canal (arrow) branching off from the lingual root canal system in the midroot area and joining again with the main root canal system at the junction of the midroot and apical third.

Figure 8. (A) Length determination radiograph on a mandibular left first premolar. Note that the root canal instrument in the root is off-centre (arrow), indicating the possibility of an additional canal in the root canal system. (B) Final result after the second root canal system was located and both root canals were obturated. Note the evidence of a lateral canal branching off the buccal root canal system in the apical third of the root (courtesy of Dr M du Bruyn).
A reproducible glide path was prepared using a size 10 K-File before the glide path was enlarged with a WaveOne Gold Glider (Dentsply Sirona). The three root canals were prepared with a Primary WaveOne Gold file and irrigated with 3.5% sodium hypochlorite and 17% EDTA to remove the smear layer. A cone fit radiograph was taken and thereafter the canals were obturated using Pulp Canal Sealer (Kerr), Calamus Dual Obturation system (Dentsply Sirona) and the continuous wave of condensation obturation technique. Figure 7 shows the immediate post-operative result after obturation.

DISCUSSION

Because of the complex and variable root canal morphology, endodontic treatment of mandibular premolars can be a challenging task. Several authors have recommended careful examination of pre-operative radiographs to identify the possibility of additional root canals. Parallel and pre-operative radiographs taken from either 30° mesial or 30° distal are an important starting point.

The following criteria can be used for examination of the pre-operative radiographs:

1. The clinician should carefully trace the exterior and interior outlines of the tooth in the radiograph with magnification when the pre-operative radiograph is on film. With digital radiographs it is possible to magnify, emboss, colourise or invert the digital image. Hülsmann recommends looking for intersecting lines that might indicate additional roots or root canals when examining the outlines of the tooth.

2. If a root canal instrument demonstrates an eccentric direction on deeper penetration into the root canal (directional control) (Figures 8A and B), additional root canals should be suspected.

3. If a sudden narrowing or even disappearing pulpal space is detected on the radiograph the clinician can expect that the canal diverges at that point into 2 parts that may either remain separate or merge before reaching the apex.

4. If the midroot image diameter appears equal to or greater than the crown image diameter, a variation in root canal morphology can be expected.

5. If a radiolucent line is detected either mesial or distal from the main root canal, the presence of an additional canal should be suspected (Figure 9).

Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) can also be used as a diagnostic imaging modality for effective evaluation of root canal morphology. Matherne et al. show that CBCT images result in the identification of a greater number of root canal systems in teeth than does conventional radiography.

The study also concludes that the combination of CBCT scanning and the dental operating microscope was important in locating and identifying root canals. Figure 10 illustrates the important information that was obtained pre-operatively from a midroot axial slice of a CBCT scan of a mandibular right first premolar.

The scan reveals that the premolar presented with one root containing two root canals; there is also evidence of a third orifice at the periphery of the root, indicating the presence of a lateral canal.

The Kodak 9000 3D system generates 3D images that provide clinicians with anatomical detail and diagnostic possibilities in the field of endodontics, implantology and oral maxillofacial surgery, periodontics, general dentistry, forensic dentistry and orthodontics. The application of CBCT technology in endodontics is not limited to determining root canal morphology and the number of roots, canals and accessory canals. It can also be used to establish the correct working length, assess existing root canal fillings, determine the exact position and angulation of fractured instruments and detect the presence and extent of inflammatory root resorption, just to mention a few.

One of the major challenges of treating mandibular premolars with multiple root canals is locating additional canal orifices. Examination of the pulp chamber and pulp chamber floor under high magnification and bright illumination can provide the clinician with valuable information. Figure 11 is a high-magnification view of the inside of a premolar root canal 16mm from the cusp tip of the tooth. Adequate illumination down the root canal system allowed the clinician to observe the orifice of the main root canal (blue arrow) as well as the orifice of an additional root canal (red arrow).

Figure 12 is a high-magnification view of the inside of a premolar root canal 18mm from the cusp tip. LED illumination in combination with a high magnification view of the root canal system allowed the clinician to locate and negotiate three separate root canal systems.

Al Fouzan recommends that if the pulp chamber appears to deviate from the normal expected configuration, if it seems very wide in a mesiodistal plane or if it appears to be triangular in shape, more than one root canal should be expected. If the clinician locates only one eccentric orifice, then the opposite side of the pulp chamber should be inspected for an additional root canal.

Rödig and Hülsmann also suggest that a third root canal in mandibular second premolars should be suspected when the pulp chamber does not appear to be aligned in its expected buccal-lingual relationship. In addition, they point out that lines on the pulp chamber floor, which are visible during examination with magnification and illumination, can give valuable clues about where to locate additional root canals.

In the author’s experience, the level at which the root canals bifurcate or trifurcate determines the level of difficulty when treating complex lower premolars (Figure 13).

The deeper the level of bifurcation, the more difficult the case and the higher the demand for adequate illumination of the dentine walls in that part of the main root canal system. This is often necessary for location and negotiation in cases where the additional canal orifices branch off from the dentine walls of the main root.
**Figure 9.** Length determination radiograph for a root canal treatment on a mandibular right second premolar. Note the radiolucent line (arrow) on the distal aspect of the root, indicating the presence of an additional canal.

**Figure 10.**
(A) Axial slice of a CBCT scan of a mandibular right first premolar at midroot level showing one root containing two root canals. Note evidence of a third orifice at the periphery of the root (arrow), indicating the presence of a lateral canal.

(B) Final result after root canal treatment. Note the obturation of a lateral canal that corresponds with the information obtained from the CBCT image.

**Figure 11.** High-magnification view (15x) of the inside of a root canal showing the orifice of the main root canal (blue arrow) and the orifice of an additional root canal (red arrow).

**Figure 12.** Magnified view (15x) of the root canal system at the level where the root canal trifurcates into 3 separate root canal systems.

**Figure 13.** 3 possible levels of canal bifurcation:
(A) coronal third, (B) mid-root and (C) apical third. The deeper the level of bifurcation, the more difficult the clinical case and the higher the demand for adequate illumination and magnification (arrows) of the dentine walls in that part of the main root canal system.
Another clinical challenge when treating mandibular second premolars with multiple root canals is creating SLA in order to negotiate all the root canals to the full root length. There are often intra-radicular dentine interferences present in the main root canal at the point where the additional canal bifurcates from the main canal (Figure 14), and because of the lack of SLA, it is very difficult to negotiate these additional canals to the radiographic terminus.

The first step in facilitating location and negotiation of these restricted canals is preparing the coronal part of the root canal. The authors prefer to do the initial prefiring of the coronal portion of the root canal with an SX file (Dentsply Sirona) (cutting on outward strokes only).

The preparing of the coronal portion of the root canal is a very important step that enables the clinician to visualise more detail of the pulpal floor at the point where the canals bifurcate or trifurcate under illumination and magnification. Using ultrasonic instruments to obtain clean and refined access cavity walls generally follows this step. The first instrument of choice is the Start-X no. 1 (Dentsply Sirona) (Figure 15).

This is a large ultrasonic tip (maximum diameter of 1.6mm tapering to 0.8mm) that is used to refine the coronal area in a specific direction or to remove dentine interferences on the access cavity walls that prevent direct access to the pulpal floor at the level of canal bifurcation.

After removal of the intra-radicular dentine interference, it is much easier to locate additional canal orifices due to the SLA and improved visibility of the deeper part of the root canal system (Figure 16).

Cutting dentine with the Start-X tip no. 1 is achieved by activating the 12mm micro-blades on the instrument with an ultrasonic scaler. It is important to note that the micro-blades do not reach the smooth rounded end of the instrument tip (Figure 17), which provides the operator with the assurance of reduced dentine removal or modification of the pulpal floor. The secondary dentine on the canal wall is generally whitish or opaque compared to the darker, grey colour of the pulpal floor.15

If the additional canal in a root canal system bifurcates from the main root canal system at an acute angle (Figure 18), it is even more difficult to locate the orifice of that canal.

The pre-bent tip of a Micro-opener can be used to facilitate canal negotiation in these situations. The tip of the Micro-opener can be slid down and against the canal walls in order to locate additional canal orifices (Figure 19). Micro-openers are stainless steel instruments with 7mm cutting flutes that combine the canal-finding capabilities of an explorer with the instrument capabilities of a K-File.

They are available in sizes 10 and 15 with 0.4 and 0.6 tapers. The exaggerated tapers enhance the instrument’s tensile strength, making it the ideal tool to locate and penetrate undiscovered canal orifices.

Although the Micro-opener will help with the identification of the entrances of additional canals, it is often not possible to enter the canal with a conventional root canal instrument due to the acute angle of entrance. In these cases the author recommends using a Start-X tip no. 2 (Dentsply Sirona) to remove a small amount of dentine from the canal wall, directly above the entrance of the canal (Figure 20), to allow more SLA into the root canal system (Figure 21). It is mandatory to do this under magnification and illumination.

The Start-X tip no. 2 has a diameter of 1mm at the tip and a maximum diameter of 1.54mm at the end of the 8mm cutting blades. The micro-blades extend to the rounded tip (Figure 22) to increase cutting efficiency, making this the ideal ultrasonic instrument for this task.

According to Buchanan,16 smaller and longer tips should be used to locate canal orifices, especially when working at depths past the middle third of the root canal length. For this task, the author recommends the Start-X tip no. 3 (Dentsply Sirona). This instrument is characterised by 8mm micro-blades on a tip with a maximum diameter of 0.9mm, tapering to 0.64mm, ending in a sharp polished tip (Figure 23).

Using a thinner ultrasonic tip facilitates more cutting precision and vision when removing secondary dentine or calcifications. The correct setting on the ultrasonic unit is important when the clinician searches for canal orifices inside a root canal, because aggressive cutting may cause undesired modification of the pulp chamber anatomy or perforation.15

According to Clark,17 the best results are obtained when ultrasonic tips are used with a light brush-touch motion, medium power and under magnification and illumination. The tip should only be activated when it is in contact with the dentine or calcification that the operator wants to remove.18

The final impediment when treating mandibular premolars with multiple canals is obturation of the prepared root canal systems. A few clinical problems can be encountered during this treatment phase. As mentioned before, the level at which the root canal orifices are located can vary from coronal to mid-root or the apical region of the root.

The more apical the bifurcation, the more difficult it is to obturate the root canal system. Secondly, the visibility at the point of root canal bifurcation is often limited. The more apical the bifurcation, the more challenging the obturation becomes, and generally these situations require higher magnification and brighter illumination of the pulp chamber floor.
Figure 14. Intra-radicular dentine interference (arrows) in the main root canal at the point where the additional canal bifurcates. Note the lack of SLA to the additional root canal system.

Figure 15. Start-X tip no. 1 (Dentsply Sirona) is used to remove the intra-radicular dentine interference on the access cavity wall.

Figure 16. Note the improved direct access into the 2 root canal systems.

Figure 17. SEM of the tip of a Start-X tip no. 1 (Dentsply Sirona). Note that the micro-blades do not reach the smooth rounded end of the instrument tip, which provides the operator with the assurance of reduced dentine removal or modification of the pulpal floor.

Figure 18. Additional canal (arrow) in a root canal system that bifurcates from the main root canal system at an acute angle.

Figure 19. The pre-bent tip of a Micro-opener is carefully slid down and against the canal walls to help identify the canal orifices of additional root canals.

Figure 20. Start-X tip no. 2 (Dentsply Sirona) is used to remove a small amount of dentine from the canal wall directly above the entrance of the canal with the active cutting tip (arrow a) before the micro-blades on the body of the tip are used to remove some dentine from the canal wall (arrow b).

Figure 21. Note the improved direct access into the 2 root canal systems.

Figure 22. SEM of the tip of a Start-X tip no. 2 (Dentsply Sirona). Note the active cutting tip because the micro-blades reach the rounded end of the instrument tip.

Figure 23. SEM of the tip of the Start-X tip no. 3 (Dentsply Sirona) instrument. Note the narrow shank with micro-blades, ending in a sharp polished tip that facilitates more cutting precision.

Figure 24. It is often not possible to fit two gutta percha cones simultaneously into the root canal system because of a lack of space in the main root canal coronal to the canal bifurcation.
Lastly, the size of the main root canal coronal to the bifurcation is often not large enough to accommodate two or more tapered gutta percha cones (Figure 24) to check radiographically that the cones fit.

To overcome this clinical problem, one gutta percha cone at a time must be fitted and checked radiographically. In the authors’ experience, the best clinical control is achieved with the continuous wave of condensation technique using the Calamus Dual Obturation system (Dentsply Sirona) to obturate multiple canals in mandibular premolars.

With the continuous wave of condensation technique, the down-pack handpiece of the Calamus Dual can be used to cut off one gutta percha cone at a time at orifice level. After all the cones have been placed, the down-pack handpiece can be used to soften and condense the gutta percha in each root canal. The backfill handpiece is then ideal to backfill the root canals and the coronal portion of the main root canal system with pre-heated gutta percha.
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Objective
To establish the prevalence of dental caries amongst KZN sentenced prisoners.

Methods
The frequency and distribution of dental caries were assessed using the DMFT Index (Decayed, Filled, Missing teeth) in non-invasive dental clinical examinations of a sample of sentenced prisoners (n=373) randomly selected from amongst inmates at nine correctional centres located within the eleven health districts in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. The recorded data were analysed using SPSS version 24.

Results
The mean DMFT scores were: overall 5.92 (+4.65); 18 to 29 years: 4.14 (+3.49); 30 to 39 years: 6.17 (+4.19); 40 to 49 years: 9.08 (+5.38); older than 50 years: 11.31 (+6.30).

A statistically significant relationship was found between DMFT and age (p-value: 0.000). Decayed Teeth were seen in 64.34% of participants, 71.85% recorded Missing teeth while Filled teeth (FT) were noted in only 8.04% of the study sample.

Conclusion
The results highlight the need to take into account the epidemiological trends in the rates of dental caries when planning oral health services within the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Correctional Services.

INTRODUCTION

The target groups in most oral health reviews conducted worldwide have been children, youth and adults from the general population. Several epidemiological studies suggest inequalities in the oral health of poor families and disadvantaged groups of individuals with 'special' healthcare needs. Among these are prisoners, whose health is of considerable concern especially as the number of the individuals under the jurisdiction of correction systems, including those on probation or parole, keeps on expanding.

Prisoners are more likely to have disadvantaged backgrounds or to have come from areas with increased levels of social exclusion, with a high proportion being jobless prior to sentencing. As a result, their oral health requirements at admission may be particularly high with a significant amount of unmet treatment needs. In addition, the facilities available in prisons may not be at an acceptable level.

In South Africa, the Department of Correctional Services (DCS) recorded in the 2015/2016 financial report that the total inmate population was 161,984, with accommodation capacity (bed-space) of 119,134, translating to an occupancy rate of 135.96%. Of these, 72.06% were sentenced prisoners and 27.94% were as yet un-sentenced. Indubitably, correctional centres across the country are overcrowded. Currently, in the KZN region, there are 42 correctional centres which are located in eleven district municipalities.

The only available dental research involving sentenced prisoners in South Africa is a baseline survey which was conducted at Western Cape correctional centres. This survey aimed to collect information on oral health status, knowledge, attitudes and behaviour of inmates to oral health. The DMFT index recommended by the World Health Organization was created in 1938 by Klien, Palmer and Knutson to express caries experience. The D component is for untreated caries, M for missing teeth (likely due to caries) and F for fillings (dental restorations...
for treatment of caries). The T means index per tooth (as opposed to S, per surface). The recommended protocol for oral health surveys is based on clinical examinations only and excludes dental radiographs. Radiographs can contribute provide additional information to epidemiologic data. While there have been calls for the DMF index to be replaced, this index remains the most commonly used epidemiological tool for assessing dental caries.

To date, there has been no official information or figures reported on the prevalence of dental caries amongst inmates in KZN Correctional Service Institutions. Despite improvements in oral health, disparities still exist and are more prominent in deprived groups, particularly prisoners.3

Compared with the general population, the oral health status of sentenced prisoners is poor.5 The current study was therefore designed to determine the oral health status and to establish the prevalence of dental caries amongst sentenced prisoners in KwaZulu-Natal correctional centres through a DMFT survey.

METHODS

The subjects in this cross-sectional descriptive study were drawn from the population of sentenced prisoners incarcerated in correctional centres located in the following KZN districts: Zululand, uMzinyathi, uThukela, uMgungundlovu, iLembe, eThekwini, Ugu, and Sisonke.

The Biomedical Research Ethics Committee of the University of KwaZulu-Natal (BE046/15) approved the study and ethical guidelines were followed to ensure confidentiality in the management of data. Gatekeeper permission was obtained from the Department of Correctional Services Research Ethics Committee. Statistical advice was sought by consultation with a statistician.

The annual DCS report for the 2015/2016 financial year indicated that the total number of sentenced prisoners in KwaZulu-Natal (inmate population) was 21 899. The number of sentenced prisoners required to offer an appropriate sample was determined using a power calculation garnered from the Business Advocacy Network, 2012.

A simple random sampling method was used to select the study participants. A total of 393 sentenced prisoners aged 18-75 years were approached and provided with clear explanations about the aim of the survey and the dental examination. Finally, 373 consented to participate in the study, giving a response rate of 95%.

General demographic information data, which included variables such as gender and age of the participants, were collected by the researcher. Each participant had to undergo a non-invasive dental examination, conducted following the guidelines of the WHO (1997) oral health survey10 to determine the prevalence of dental caries.

Each participant was requested to sit comfortably on an ordinary chair with a backrest. Visual and visuo-tactile methods were used to assess the presence of dental caries in the oral cavity. DMFT index scores were collected and recorded on a pre-designed data capturing sheet.

Radiographic examination was not undertaken. After the oral examination, participants were escorted by wardens back to their respective cells. Testing intra-examiner reliability was facilitated by repeating every fifth completed oral examination, in accord with World Health Organisation standards for oral health surveys.10

The repeated scores were compared for consistency in identifying carious lesions and in recording the data. Recorded data from the sample were transferred onto the Excel spreadsheet and then exported to the SPSS version 24. Descriptive statistics (standard deviation, frequency distribution, and measures of central tendency) were calculated for the variables age, gender, and DMFT of the prisoners.

To determine if there were statistically significant differences between variables, Pearson’s chi-square tests were used and statistical significance was noted only when the p-value was less than 0.05.

RESULTS

Of the 373 sentenced prisoners who consented to participate in the study, males were in the majority at 89.28% (n = 333) and there were 40 females (10.72%).

Two hundred and eleven participants (56.6%) were incarcerated in correctional centres located in urban areas, one hundred and seven participants (28.7%) in peri-urban areas and fifty-five (14.7%) in rural areas. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of sentenced prisoners according to age and gender.

The mean DMFT score for the 18 to 29 years age group was 4.14 (+3.49), for age group 30 to 39 years...
the mean was 6.17 (+4.19); the 40 to 49 years group recorded a mean of 9.08 (+5.38) and for participants older than 50 years the mean was 11.31 (+6.30). The overall mean DMFT was 5.92 (+4.65). Pearson's chi-square test indicated that there was a statistically significant relationship between DMFT and age (p-value: 0.000).

Table 2 shows the prevalence of dental caries among prisoners in different age categories. Overall, the results indicated that more than two-thirds of the study population had decayed teeth (n=240, 64.34%) while missing teeth (M) were recorded in 268 participants (71.85%). Only 30 participants (8.04%) had any fillings (F).

The distribution of mean DMFT scores by Centres and Districts is illustrated in Table 3. In general, there was a reasonably close agreement between related Centre and District scores. The mean DMFT scores for the districts ranged from a low of 4.72 (iLembe) to a high of 7.29 (Ugu). The mean DMFT scores for Correctional Service Institutions ranged from 4.09 (Westville Medium B) to 7.83 (Westville Medium C).

The M component contributed most to the DMFT values followed by dental caries prevalence, the D component. The mean score of missing teeth was slightly higher amongst older age groups, whereas Decay was mostly seen amongst younger age groups.

The caries experience amongst study participants ranged from 52.50% (Westville Medium E) to 82.71% (Port Shepstone). The overall prevalence of missing teeth varied from 55.56% (Kokstad) to 80.43% (Westville Medium C).

The lower jaw dentition of most sentenced prisoners suffered a higher incidence of untreated caries compared with the upper dentition (number of teeth affected by caries: 472, lower dentition vs 380, upper dentition).

Similarly, the lower jaw dentition had a higher number of missing teeth compared with the upper dentition (694 vs. 572). The mean DMFT was highest in the Pietermaritzburg (7.07) and Port Shepstone regions (7.29) and lowest in the Stanger region (4.72).

DISCUSSION

Participants were stratified into sub-groups, differentiated according to gender and age. Unsurprisingly, a comparative quantitative analysis of the gender composition of the study sample revealed that males were significantly over-represented amongst the sentenced prisoners.

The literature suggests that men commit a much higher percentage of serious and violent crimes, leading to their arrest and imprisonment, often for longer periods.13

### Table 1. Distribution of the mean DMFT indices among different age groups of the sentenced prisoners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>18-29 years</th>
<th>30-39 years</th>
<th>40-49 years</th>
<th>50+ years</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No:</td>
<td>n = 160</td>
<td>n = 145</td>
<td>n = 52</td>
<td>n = 16</td>
<td>n = 373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMFT</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>5.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Count of decayed, missing and filled teeth among sentenced prisoners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>18-29 years</th>
<th>30-39 years</th>
<th>40-49 years</th>
<th>50+ years</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No:</td>
<td>n = 160</td>
<td>n = 145</td>
<td>n = 52</td>
<td>n = 16</td>
<td>n = 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n %</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decayed Teeth</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>63.75</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>66.21</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Teeth</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>82.07</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filled Teeth</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Distribution of mean DMFT by Districts and Centres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Correctional Centres</th>
<th>Rural/Peri-Urban/ Urban</th>
<th>Mean DMFT (Centre)</th>
<th>Mean DMFT (District)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uthukela</td>
<td>Ladysmith</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umnjanathi</td>
<td>Pomeroy</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>5.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umngungundlovu</td>
<td>Pietermaritzburg</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>7.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eThekwini</td>
<td>New Hanover</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westville Medium B</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westville Medium C</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westville Medium D</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westville Medium E</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sisonke</td>
<td>Kokstad</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zululand</td>
<td>Vryheid</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>5.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ugu</td>
<td>Port Shepstone</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>7.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iLembe</td>
<td>Stanger</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analysis of the DMFT components reflected the generational differences, indicating a steeper gradient in older age groups particularly in the M (missing teeth) component. This finding could indicate that dental extractions were the only clinical procedures performed in these institutions.

Supporting this view, Singh et al.14 asserted that in KwaZulu-Natal the focus is currently on curative rather than preventive services, with a priority not given to oral health in budget allocations.14 These high levels of missing teeth require further research to determine the need for oral rehabilitation.

The present study recorded a comparatively low prevalence of DMFT in contrast with the study conducted in Western Cape correctional institutions.8 Many factors may have contributed to the differences in the severity of dental caries between the Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal, but it is suggested that the different fluoride concentrations in the potable water of these provinces may be a confounding variable which could have influenced the disparities in DMFT prevalence.

The levels of fluoride in potable water in the Western Cape are much lower than the optimal level required to prevent the formation of cavities,16 whilst KwaZulu-Natal has generally higher fluoride concentrations in drinking water, possibly resulting in some protection against decay.16 Clear evidence exists that fluoride toothpaste application is efficacious in preventing caries.17 Perversely, South African sentenced prisoners are permitted to receive only one tube of (fluoridated) toothpaste for a two-month period.18 This is a clear indication that access to materials for dental care in correctional centres is limited.19 A scarcity of self-care items such as toothbrushes and dental floss limits preventive measures and could lead to tooth extractions as being the more viable option for pain relief.20,21

Limitations

Although findings from this study have important practical and political implications, several limitations should be noted, the primary limitation being the cross-sectional design.

The current study provided a snapshot of dental caries prevalence amongst sentenced prisoners in KZN correctional institutions. As a result, it was difficult to draw any causal inference.

Another limitation identified in this study was a lack of dual-diagnosis in the identification of dental caries. Therefore, there was a possibility of under-diagnosis of proximal lesions. Despite these limitations, the current findings serve as baseline data for sentenced prisoners in the correctional institutions in KZN. This survey demonstrated that dental caries rates were high in the study population. The findings of this study could prove valuable to oral health professionals and to the Department of Correctional Services for developing effective oral health and oral care programmes for incarcerated populations.

CONCLUSION

Given the high prevalence of dental caries in sentenced prisoners, there is need to review the current oral health services for this population to ensure that preventive programmes are prioritized in oral health planning for correctional service institutions.
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A suggested intentional extraction of a wisdom tooth: Implies capacity for prosocial behaviour in *Homo erectus*

**ABSTRACT**

Paleopathological assessment of a fossilized mandibular fragment (SK 45) of *Homo erectus*, unearthed at Swartkrans, South Africa, shows new bone formation within the alveolus of the third molar (M3), indicating that the individual lived after loss of that tooth.

As there is no evidence of mandibular maxillofacial damage compatible with acute traumatic expulsion of the tooth, it is possible that M3 was intentionally removed. Evidence of bone formation within the socket is supported by a density map of voxel values, representative of the atomic numbers of bone and breccia, constructed by microfocus scanning X-ray tomography (µCT).

The newly formed material within the M3 alveolus has values less than the alveolar bone proper but which are significantly greater than breccia, indicating that the material is regenerating bone, and pointing to the possibly intentional extraction of M3.

How this was done and whether it was effected by the individual concerned or with the aid of community members, remains in the realms of speculation. The latter is more likely and may be an indication of the early origin of prosocial behaviour at the Plio-Pleistocene boundary, resulting in a concerted action of the Homo clade to assist an individual in severe distress.

**Keywords**

*Homo erectus*, Swartkrans, SK 45 mandibular remains, wisdom tooth, intentional extraction, alveolar bone regeneration in hominine evolution, prosocial behaviour.

**INTRODUCTION**

Clearly, medical and surgical procedures at the Early Pleistocene boundary are unknown and the subject of speculative reasoning only.

One of the behavioural traits of *Homo sapiens* that separates us from our closest primate relatives, and, some paleontologists believe, from early hominins, is that of compassion and pro-social emotions that promote behaviour which will benefit another.7

Fossil specimens indicating survival of individuals with severe ante-mortem traumas2 and tooth loss3,4 have been interpreted as evidence of compassion and conspecific care in early hominins. However, comparative analyses advise caution in these interpretations as similar disabilities have been observed in non-human primates who have survived without nonspecific care.5,6

Unlike the virtually edentulous Dmanisi specimen which displayed extensive ante-mortem tooth loss and extensive alveolar remodelling and atrophy (specimens D3444 and D3900),4 SK 45 retained M1 and M2, surviving the loss of M3. The survival of the Dmanisi individual for many years after the loss of most of its teeth was attributed to altered diet or care by other individuals.4

The concept of ‘behavioural modernity’ or ‘human uniqueness’ is an issue which drives the study of human evolution beyond the basic comparison of fossil morphology to seeking an understanding of our origins.

The social behaviour of early Homo species is problematic to measure or envisage as direct evidence is not preserved. Foley and Gamble7 considered paleontological and archaeological evidence in the context of changing climate and selective pressures to make inferences about human-specific behavioural changes that may have lead to the evolution of ‘human society’.
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At the Early Plio-Pleistocene boundary (2-1.5 million years Myr B.P.) the inclusion of meat in early Homo diet would have provided for a lower seasonal variation in food availability.

Significantly in societal evolutionary terms this relative security promoted a delayed life-history strategy, allowing greater bonding between males and females, and perhaps also between members of the social group. This period was also characterized by the use of tools for hunting, gathering and food preparation, evidence of this gathered from multiple sites including Swartkrans cave, South Africa.

Was it at this transition in the social history of Homo that a ‘theory of mind’ was developed, allowing social engagement with orders of intentionality? Our purpose here is to provide a detailed description of the analytical examination of SK 45, supporting the possible intentional extraction of M3 and thus offering paleopathological and paleobiological evidence for an early origin of prosocial behaviour to relieve pain in another amongst Homo erectus at Swartkrans, South Africa.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Mandibular fossil SK 45, confined on evolutionary and faunal grounds to 1.5 – 1.2 million years before the present (Myr B.P.), was unearthed at Swartkrans cave, Krugersdorp, South Africa, and described in detail by Broom and Robinson and Robinson.

Originally designated as belonging to species Telanthropus capensis, the specimen was later attributed to Homo erectus. SK 45 is from an adult individual of Homo erectus and consists of the right mandibular fragment with molars 1 (M1) and M2 (Figs. 1A, 1B). SK 45 is housed at the Ditsong National Museum of Natural History, Pretoria.

**Microfocus scanning X-ray tomography**

Scans of SK 45 were initiated with 1000 X-ray projections in 360° using a Nikon XT H 225 System which is housed at the MIXRAD facility at the South African Nuclear Energy Corporation (NECSA). Full-view scans of the whole sample as well as scans focused on the region of interest (the alveolus of M3 distal to M2) were performed at 140 kV and 70 µA which allowed for a spatial resolution of 34 µm. The reconstruction process transformed the 2D projection images into a 3D rendering which was analyzed in volume rendering software (VGStudio MAX, Volume Graphics GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany).

A density map of voxel values representative of the atomic numbers of different materials within the specimen was constructed using μCT. Several rectangular areas were sampled independently on different dates and examined in reformatted sagittal images to determine a densitometry map across the newly formed material in the alveolus of M3 (Fig. 2C), the mandibular bone adjacent to the alveolus (Fig 2), as well as breccia evidenced coronal to the residual bony housing of M1 and M2 (Figs. 1B, C, D) and through the furcations of M1 and M2.
Scanning Electron Microscopy

After cleaning M1 and M2 with acetone, vinyl polysiloxane impression material (3M Express®, Regular Set, type 1 very low viscosity) was applied to the buccal surfaces of SK 45.

A mixed base and catalyst putty of vinyl polysiloxane (type 1 very high viscosity), previously set in a tray contoured for SK 45, was adapted over the low viscosity material to allow optimal surface distribution and penetration, particularly within the exposed furcations of SK 45.

The negative replica was mounted on a SEM aluminum tube, coated with gold palladium and examined using a JEOL scanning electron microscope. The replicas provided positive and reliable images (Figs. 1E and F) with no indication of distortion up to 250X.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The specimen from an adult Homo erectus individual consists of the right mandibular fragment with M1 and M2 in situ (Figs. 1A, B) and showing severe attrition of the occlusal surfaces. It will be observed that SK 45 suffered from periodontitis as evidenced by the severity of alveolar bone loss with buccal and lingual furcation exposure (Fig. 1).

Loss of alveolar bone, as measured with a periodontal probe from the cemento-enamel junction to the remaining bony housings extended from 4 to 8mm with severe bone loss lingually (Figs. 1A, B, C, D).

The extent of bone loss and furcation exposure, now filled with calcite and breccia (Figs. 1A, B, C, D) is pronounced when measured from the cementoenamel junctions of both mandibular molars (Figs. 1A, B, C, D).

Exposure was confirmed by non-invasive micro focus X-ray computed tomography (µCT) analyses (Fig. 3C). The digitized µCT scan images (Fig. 2) reveal the identifiable outline of the M3 alveolus filled with incompletely remodelled but mineralized bone (Fig. 2B, C). The 2D projection images were transformed into a 3D rendering (Fig. 3A) which shows the alveolus of M3 (Fig. 3B).

According to Robinson, M3 could not have exceeded 10.5mm in length. µCT analyses show that the root was conoidal and distally located (Fig. 2B). The tomographic image also shows the occlusal contact point of the previously housed M3 with the distal enamel surface of M2 (Figs. 2B white arrow; 3B light blue arrow).

The retro-molar area shows the regenerating alveolar bone within the alveolus of the missing M3 (Figs. 2B, C light blue arrows), Wisdom teeth are often extracted in extant Homo sapiens due to painful infections, particularly when the tooth is partially erupted.

In Homo, impaction and misalignment of M3 has also been ascribed to the reduction of the mandibular body during evolution and speciation of the Homo clade at the Early Pleistocene boundary. The implication of possible third molar impactions in the hominid fossil record has also been discussed.

Differential diagnosis to determine the cause of M3 loss must include avulsion following severe trauma. However, in the absence of a mandibular fracture an avulsion of a third molar is not feasible and as no evidence of mandibular fracture is seen in SK 45 we may safely discount traumatic avulsion as a cause.

Neither gross nor µCT analyses support traumatic loss, particularly because of the substantial remaining alveolar bone outlining the remaining alveolus (Figs. 2B, C).

A further possibility is spontaneous exfoliation following a protracted course of periodontal disease. This scenario is also less likely as this is a protracted event, with ossification and mineralization occurring as the tooth slowly
exfoliates, eliminating the radiographic picture of a clearly identifiable socket. The radiographic remnant would be a completely healed alveolus without vestiges of the socket.

In addition, the rather large triangular space between the distal root of M2 and the alveolus was likely to have been covered by gingivae which probably also covered most of M3. The presence of such alveolar anatomical structures makes the expulsion or the acute exfoliation of the tooth very unlikely.

Importantly, the presence of a well-defined alveolus as seen by µCT scans with a distinct corticalized bone profile on M3 makes it very unlikely that the periodontal pathology affecting M1 and M2 (Figs. 1A, 1B) would have caused acute periodontal episodes to induce the spontaneous exfoliation of M3. Another possibility is the post-mortem loss of M3 following precipitation of the mandible in the cave deposits of Swartkrans or later during fossilization.

To further investigate the material present within the M3 alveolus, the density map of voxel values representative of atomic number of different materials, constructed using µCT revealed voxel values (+ standard error) of the mandibular alveolar bone proper (30250± 461), breccia (27018±469) and the M3 alveolar region of interest (28792±930) (Figs. 2B, 2C). These are all statistically significantly different from each other (p< 0.005) as was shown in a two tailed Welch’s t-test. While the voxel values of the material within the alveolus of M3 are less dense than the alveolar bone (p=0.047), the material is however denser than the breccia (p=0.0006). The differences in density and thus the degree of mineralization of the examined bone and breccia area suggests that the material within the alveolus of M3 may be regenerating alveolar bone.

Density maps of voxel values were repeated at different times, and the voxel values of the mandibular alveolar bone proper, breccia and of the region of interest were: 18780±207.14, 16309±296.16 and 17373±72.78 confirming the previous data taken at different regions of interest across different tomograms of the specimen.

The data recorded at different sites from multiple measurements at different time-points show that the region of interest within the alveolus of the missing M3 is statistically different from breccia. The voxel values of the region of interest are also significantly different from the measures of alveolar bone and show smaller values. This indicates that the region of interest is partially filled with mineralizing newly formed bone.

Statistically significant differences do exist between the fossilized regions which were examined, including the region of interest. However, voxel values are often considered unreliable when differences are not truly major, even though statistically significant, particularly when highly fossilized specimens are evaluated. SK 45 fits that context. It may be pertinent that voxel values were also different when measured at different time points.

The first measurements as reported above of voxel grey values are merely representations of the density on a 16-bit grey scale; values were obtained by simply opening the data in the software package VGStudio Max 3.2. Subsequent measurements were designed to maximize the effect of different voxel grey values. The sample data was re-imported into the software with a calibration procedure where the background grey values and highest density material grey values were explicitly specified.

---

**Figure 4.** Coronal tomographic reformatted images of SK 45 through the alveolus of M3.

A). 3D tomogram of SK 45 indicating the location of the coronal tomographic reformatted images and the remaining lingual alveolar bony housing: M1 is affected by severe furcation exposure with pronounced mesio-lingual alveolar bone loss (arrow) of the mesial root of M1.

B). Reformatted image as representative of the coronal plane shown blue in A.

C). Coronal reformatted image more distally located and slightly more disto-mesially oriented across the alveolus. Arrows in B and C show the preserved and maintained boundaries of the alveolus with the surrounding mandibular bone, indicating that the mineralized material within the alveolus is not breccia but regenerated alveolar bone after the avulsion of M3; this is also supported by the difference in densitometric grey values as compared to breccia material (see text).

**Figure 5.** Transverse µCT slice images of SK 45. A, 3D virtual image indicating the location of the transverse tomographic slice as shown in B depicting the severe furcation exposure with alveolar bone loss (arrow) of M1. B, C, Transverse µCT slice images of the alveolus of M3 showing the maintained and well-preserved boundaries (arrows in B and C) of the mineralized material, interpreted as bone, that had formed within the alveolus with surrounding mandibular bone issue.
These values were specified by selecting a region of interest in a view of the sample and were consequently chosen in air pores within the sample with the enamel visible in the same view. Both operations allowed for the same conclusions regarding the densities of the various regions, which were highly reproducible between sets of measurements.

Progressive mesial to distal coronal tomographic slices of the SK 45 mandible distal to M2 shows the presence of preserved anatomical boundaries within the alveolus (Figs. 4B, C). Sagittal (Fig. 2), coronal (Fig. 4) and transverse (Fig. 5) µCT scan images of the region of interest distally to M2 show in more detail the alveolus of the missing M3 with dense mineralized material within the socket and with continuous preservation of the anatomical boundaries of the alveolus (arrows in Figs. 2, 4, 5).

The tomographic images also present a trabecular-like pattern in the region of interest of the M3 alveolus, noticeably different when compared with the appearance of the breccia deposits.

On axial tomograms (Fig. 5) the newly deposited material presents a well-defined corticalized area of the newly formed bone with trabeculations across the alveolus compatible with (or suggesting) deposition and remodelling (Figs. 5B, C).

For comparative purposes, the other Swartkrans Homo erectus mandible, SK 15, was also examined and scanned by µCT. Several teeth are missing in SK 15 anteriorly on both hemi-mandibles. The µCT showed the empty alveolus of the left first premolar (P1) with breccia forming within the alveolus (Fig. 6) and merging with the invading breccia that had formed within the intercortical trabecular area of the mandible (Fig. 6A).

Further mesially, coronal tomographic slices showed the total blending of breccia within the intercortical area with no outlines whatsoever of the empty alveolus after post-mortem loss of the premolars (Fig. 6B).

Finally, differential diagnosis must also include the intentional extraction of M3. The tomographic images of SK 45 (Figs. 2B, 3, and 4) confirm that the use of a straight tool inserted between M2 and M3 with appropriate rotational and lever movements would have allowed extraction of the offending third molar.

Indeed, Fig. 2A shows a depression distal to M2 with indentation of the alveolar bone possibly reflecting the tight insertion with rotational movement of an osteodontokeratic tool being used for the extraction of M3.

In-depth studies on hand morphology, tool-making, tool-using and precision grips of early hominids and Homo species at the Early Pleistocene boundary at Swartkrans have suggested not only the use of tools but also that the tools had precision grips. The most likely diagnosis is, therefore, the intentional extraction of M3.

If this diagnosis is correct, why in the life of SK 45 did this molar, which was functional for a long time based on the facet contact point with M2 (Fig. 2B), suddenly become a problematic tooth needing extraction? In extant Homo sapiens, long quiescent third molars may cause symptoms either due to acute pulpitis secondary
to decay of a partially erupted third molar or the development of acute pericoronitis. It is thus conceivable that a partially erupted third molar in SK 45 may have become symptomatic.

The angle of the residual socket and the interdental wear facet confirm that M3 was not parallel to M2 (which is the most common relationship in a fully erupted tooth) but rather lying mesioangular and thus likely to have been partially erupted.

The root morphology (single rooted and conical) would also make this tooth less challenging to remove. The paleopathologic evidence of the lost M3 in SK 45, correlated with experience in extant patients, favours the diagnosis of intentional extraction. The hominid SK 45 survived the surgical extraction of M3 as shown by the presence of regenerating bone within the alveolus (Figs. 2B, C).

The hypothesized surgical intervention by the individual or with the assistance of group members would indicate a refined group support and care, suggesting a social community network capable of prosocial acts. This would reflect not only a lack of discrimination but also a strong social cohesion amongst this early Homo species.

The suggestion of a lack of discrimination with possible social integration has been made after the diagnosis of a case of pre-pubertal periodontitis in a juvenile Australopithecus africanus specimen.26

Tantalizingly, this scenario raises an even more interesting probability: the capacity of the hominids to correlate physical symptoms with anatomical structures, to develop a therapeutic intervention for the resolution of those symptoms and, at the same time, to use a selected tool with precision and power grasping capabilities.

This implies a significantly higher intellectual development than has been considered likely heretofore. The mirror neuron system (MNS), first discovered in non-human primates,27,28 is activated in an animal in response to the observation of hand or facial gestures in another.

Furthermore, the MNS facilitates complex communication through facial expressions and referential vocalizations, in the absence of spoken language.29,30

CONCLUSIONS

The presented data indicate new bone formation in the alveolus of a third molar of Homo erectus, suggesting an apparent intentional extraction of a wisdom tooth.

This proposal is made on anatomical-pathologic findings as evidenced by µCT ultimately suggesting that Homo erectus had not only social structures to assist individuals in discomfort, but also highly evolved problem-solving capacities which extended beyond the development and use of tools for hunting and food preparation.

This supports the idea that the capacity for behavioural variability29 is a characteristic of more than one hominin species and evolved prior to the origin of Homo sapiens. The presented µCT scan images are the first to show induced bone in hominine evolution and speculation at the emergence of the Homo clade.
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Forensic case book: Mirror image ‘selfie’ causes confusion

SADJ April 2020, Vol. 75 No. 3 p149 - p151
L Robinson1, MA Makhoba2, H Bernitz3

CASE REPORT

The body of a decomposed female was found immersed in a water purification plant in a small town. The South African Police Service (SAPS) believed that the body could be that of a person they had been searching for since the missing person report was filed.

Following an autopsy by a forensic pathologist, the forensic odontology team at the University of Pretoria was requested to review the case, as the deceased was noted to have had dental treatment. The warrant officer involved in the case was able to supply two photographs (‘selfies’) as the only ante-mortem records.

Intra-oral radiographs and digital photographs were taken of the maxillary and mandibular dental arches (Figures 1-2).

Full dental charting with the completion of an odonto-gram was carried out on the said remains (Figure 3). The ante-mortem photographs (selfies) were compared to the post-mortem dental remains.

At initial inspection of the first selfie photograph (Figure 4), a mismatch was declared. Examination of the second selfie photograph (Figure 5) was more promising, as the gold inlay appeared to correspond with the post-mortem dental remains.

However, the presence of a gold inlay was not considered unique, as this is a relatively common dental finding in the community.

Unfortunately, the second selfie photograph showed no mandibular teeth. At this stage it was noted that the first of the selfies was in fact a mirror image of the victim (Figure 6). Realising this, it was concluded that both selfie photographs were of the same individual, and all identified dental features from the photographs could be compared with the post-mortem dental remains.

The following points of dental concordance were noted during the examination:

1. The right mandibular second premolar was missing ante-mortem.
2. The left maxillary lateral incisor had a gold inlay.
3. The crowns of the left maxillary central incisor had similar characteristic shapes.
4. The crowns of the right maxillary central incisor had similar highly characteristic shapes (the tooth had been dentally prepared for some sort of inlay, giving it a mesial and distal parallel appearance).
5. The incisal edge of the right maxillary lateral incisor was concave and shorter than the right central incisor and canine.

In summary, the presence of multiple identifiable dental features and no unexplained discrepancies when comparing the ante-mortem photographs (selfies) and the post-mortem dental records, it could be confirmed with absolute certainty that the body was indeed that of the reported missing person.

In the South African context, selfies are an important tool in identifying unknown bodies, as a large portion of the population does not have access to modern dentistry, but many have smartphones to take selfies.

DISCUSSION

Forensic odontology, as with other methods of identification, involves comparing ante-mortem (AM) data with post-mortem (PM) findings.1-2 The advantage of teeth as a source of identification lies in their ability to withstand significant environmental influences.3 The success of dental human identification relies on the availability of AM data1, emphasising the importance of thorough record keeping with regards to dental charting, procedures performed, plaster models and radiographs.2
Dental findings in permanent teeth (Notify temporary teeth specifically)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tooth Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Inlay prep</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Microdont</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Gold inlay</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Composite - Occlusal</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Missing ante-mortem</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Composite - Occlusal</td>
<td>Sound</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Post-mortem intra-oral photograph.

**Figure 2.** Angulated post-mortem intra-oral photograph.

**Figure 3.** Post-mortem odontogram.

**Figure 4.** First selfie photograph. (magnified & cropped from original)

**Figure 5.** Second selfie photograph. (magnified & cropped from original)

**Figure 6.** Mirror image of first selfie photograph. (magnified & cropped from original)
In some instances AM dental data may not be available for various reasons, such as immigrants without clinical histories, patients without restorative dental treatment due to efficient preventative dentistry or no access to a dentist, and cases where the patient’s dentist is unknown to their family.1

In the absence of dental records, photographs can play an important role in aiding identification. If the individual’s anterior teeth are clearly visible in an AM photograph, then individual dental attributes can be compared and matched to PM photographs.

These key characteristics include the shape of the crowns, morphological characteristics, dental anomalies, size, width, outline, distances and alignment, facial profile and the presence of any recognisable fixed prosthetics.1,4

Technological advances allow for image manipulation, creating useful forensic techniques for the interpretation of smile photographs. Digital images allow for easy flipping, creating a mirrored image. Commonly applied techniques with scientific validation include direct comparison of morphological dental traits, dental superimposition, and the analysis of the incisal contours of anterior teeth.2

With the advent of smartphones and social networks, there has been a growing trend towards so-called “selfie” photographs. The Oxford English Dictionary designated selfie as the International Word of the Year in 2013 and defined the term as “a photo of yourself that you take, typically with a smartphone or a webcam, and usually put on a social networking site.”1

A selfie is usually taken with an extended arm or a supporting rod, thus the face and smile frequently appear in the photo. In a study of photographs of 1000 individuals, 76.7% showed a smile that could be of value in the identification process.5

There has also been a rapid growth in the development of applications for smartphones used to find and locate missing persons. One such application, appropriately named Selfie Forensic ID, employs selfie and face photographs to create a social networking archive of dental data, including the dental features of anterior teeth and smiles of registered individuals.4

Photographic analysis for identification purposes has the advantages of low cost, rapid speed and high reliability.2 However, this method does not come without its disadvantages, including a limited number of visible teeth in the photograph, low image quality and the possibility of morphological changes in the teeth since the AM photo was taken. An AM photograph is crucial when taking PM photographs, as the angulation of the photograph must be reproduced in the X, Y and Z (depth) axes for accurate comparison.1

CONCLUSION

This case report highlights the importance of selfie photographs in the identification of unidentified bodies. New methods of identification in forensic odontology should be pursued in order to accommodate technological evolution, particularly in the absence of traditional methods of comparison, such as dental records and radiographs.
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Indigenizing oral health education in South Africa – radical overhaul or progressive review?

PD Motloba1, HD Miniggio2

ABSTRACT

For ourselves and for humanity...we must turn over a new leaf, we must work out new concepts.1

Indigenization, decolonization and transformation are not merely catchphrases in the context of higher education. Provided they are properly understood and implemented, these essential notions can forge meaningful engagement and partnerships through the creation of fully transformed, inclusive and diverse educational spaces, thus providing a greater competitive edge in the knowledge economy.2

INTRODUCTION

The fierce contestations which erupted a few years ago at South African institutions of higher learning over academic ideology and politics of knowledge, have set in motion a movement in curriculum transformation in South Africa as in other parts of the world and bears testimony to the centrality of radical departure from the educational status quo.1,4

The audible calls for indigenization, transformation and decolonization of higher education has become a perceptible and inevitable necessity. The South African student movement under the banner of "#RhodesMustFall," "#FeesMustFall," "#OutsourcingMustFall" presented a determined crusade to pressure universities towards the obvious preference for inclusion in a transformed education.6 Yet distrust, tension and conflict continue to characterise the relationship between traditional healing and biomedical systems. The failure to incorporate indigenous health practices, knowledge and cures into the mainstream health system has led to the unwarranted denial and resentment of local and indigenous health practices, including the use of traditional healers. This conflict accounts for delays in referrals and the increase in complicated cases in the hospitals, which in turn drive the cost of care and deplete the resources for the expansion of services. A health service so designed fails to recognise the role that traditional medicine plays in primary health care, and further denies the expression of patient’s preferences and choices.1,6

In this article we focus on the dual predicament that besets transformation in health sciences education and healthcare provision, specifically focusing on oral health education.

We begin by defining and exploring the meaning of indigenization, decolonization and transformation. We then advance a cogent, and morally valid case for knowledge orientation and inclusion of African and other indigenous knowledge forms.

For the proponents of this initiative, there ought to be intentionality to undermine parochialism in knowledge generation, acquisition and utilization. Similarly, time and efforts should be stepped up to emasculate the superiority of entrenched Western knowledge systems.

This existential imperative for academia is requisite to restore the respect and stimulate the development of the previously excluded knowledge systems. In so doing, this transformation could bring an end to a long history of indigenous epistemicide.3 In case of South Africa, indigenous African knowledge systems appear to be the obvious preference for inclusion in a transformed curriculum. Clarifying concepts of indigenization, decolonization and transformation.
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A deeper understanding of the indigenization, decolonization or transformation project requires a purposeful interrogation of the definitions, meaning and intents of these concepts. This process requires a leap beyond superficial use of language and discourse in education, but recognition of need for intentional inclusiveness, reconciliation and eventually transformation as requisites for lasting change.6,10

It is erroneous to use indigenization, decolonization and transformation synonymously.11 Generally speaking, indigenization refers to localization, a process geared at including indigenous knowledge systems, practices and culture in the existing system.

Decolonization is an over-arching intent to rid the educational system of external influences, whatever they maybe. In other words, decolonization seeks to decenter colonial values, teaching and culture, making it amenable to inclusion of other influences, especially the indigenous ones.

Lastly, transformation presupposes changing from one form to the other; from one system to the next. Transformation signifies an intentional outcome of a changed system.12 Epistemicide represents the killing of knowledge systems (Hall and Tandon, 2017).3

Simply put, indigenization of universities is a decolonial, transformative process aimed at entrenching indigenous knowledge systems while progressively lessening colonial hold and influence on academia. Decolonization without indigenization is incomplete transformation, and indigenization is a critical aspect of decolonization.

Gaundy and Lorenz2 advance a comprehensive and unified conceptualization of indigenization as a three phased process, namely (i) indigenization inclusion; (ii) indigenization reconciliation and (iii) decolonial indigenization. According to their framework, transforming institutions must firstly embrace indigenous inclusion.

This means that institutions must develop policies aimed at attracting, developing, supporting and retaining indigenous staff and students in academia.14 Universities have to commit themselves to ease the burden of change from indigenous personnel. Further to this, it is critical for universities to dismantle those structures and obstacles that impede inclusion and representation of the indigenous persons.15,16 By so doing institutions are able to initiate a transformative process without incurring extensive financial and human costs thereby “growing their own timber” and taking advantage of the locally available talent.10

Thus, reconciliation indigenization seeks to undo the influence and assault of colonial knowledge systems on local content.17,18 Reconciliation indigenization is further aimed at changing how institutions operate both at policy level and scholarship levels. This process is critical towards achieving true transformation as it provides an unambiguously clear direction towards inclusive and indigenised spaces of learning. Conversely, poorly designed processes and policies would be nothing more than rhetoric to indigenization.

Lastly, decolonial indigenization signifies the end stage or ultimate posture of a fully transformed and inclusive university. This phase is characterised by a substantive and often difficult to imagine state of radical transformation of higher education. Decolonial indigenization would mean that universities are dismantled and built “back up again with a very different role and purpose.”

Despite the known intention of decolonization, that is to decenter “settlers” perspectives and centre indigenous knowledge systems, most “decolonizing” institutions tend to hurrily embrace transformation without a clear understanding of the process. In so doing the “ontological and epistemological assumptions and perceptions” of indigenous staff and students are left at the gates of the university. As a result, the faculty and students are forced to abandon their reality and “assume the trapings of a new form of reality” which is foreign and strikingly dissimilar from their own.10

Episkenew19, advocates that true indigenization must go beyond making indigenous people “feel more comfortable”, but should seek to undo the perception that indigenous people are deficient and require some intervention to catapult them to the “desired” academic level in order to fit into ‘their world’.

Indigenization remains a means to ‘include’ indigenous people, in an academic context that is neither natural, neutral nor representative of human knowledge.20 Decolonised institutions intentionally move from one end of the spectrum to the other. They transition from complacency of the entrenched order to an engaged and inclusive institution.

Decolonizing oral health education in South Africa – one step at a time

Health sciences universities are by design wedged in the dual predicament that besets universities and health services; hence huge expectations for these institutions to indigenize, decolonise and transform. As academic institutions, universities are mandated to produce the much-needed human resources of health, and as such it is incumbent on these faculties to graduate clinicians who are socially grounded and sensitive to the diversity in communities they serve.

This ideal begins with a socially responsive education system, socially attuned faculty and inclusive curriculum. Additionally, the clinical exposure and teaching should reflect inclusivity, non-racialism and plurality of cultural and linguistic diversity in the country. Yet diversity and multiculturalism should not be the substitute for transformation.

The bigger question confronting schools of oral health is not whether to decolonize or not, but rather how to decolonize, and what immediate steps to follow? Hence the question: should the decolonization of dental education be a moderately progressive process or a radical overhaul of the system. This paper advocates for a more measured reform which entails incremental inclusion of previously excluded knowledge systems, and progressive thinning of the present educational organizations.
The decolonization of oral health education in South Africa is likely to be a lengthy process requiring will and determination and not mere compliance. Leadership, commitment and deep reflection about identities and practices in the intellectual spaces are necessary ingredients for the successful implementation of this project.

Decolonization starts with the commitment to emasculate, de-racialize, de-gender academic spaces. It calls for support of blossoming indigenous epistemologies, theories, methodologies and ontologies, as well as the co-creation of new and shared knowledge systems and practices. 18,21

We argue that in the midst of a plethora of transformative models towards an inclusive oral health education, South Africa’s approach ought to be steady, measured, deliberate and well thought out. For example, schools of oral health in the country could consider creating inclusive cultural learning spaces and could indigenize, teaching and learning by incorporating African morality and philosophies as part of their ethics curriculum.

The principle of ubuntu stands out as an irrefutable attempt to decolonise dental education. The inclusion of this moral thought should entrench the indigenous affective domain which, is especially lacking in South African oral health curriculum. We thus posit a cogent argument that teaching African ethics will go a long way towards the transformation of a monolithic, colonial scholarship in a multicultural and pluralistic society.

The inclusion of the Afrocentric curriculum presupposes that those with indigenous knowledge would be most suitable to inform this education; that students from these backgrounds will, in this way, find their voice and will have the opportunity to share their experiences and become contributors to the process of transformation.

Schools of oral health in the country could adopt pro-indigenous policies; deliberately create faculty positions for indigenous language and practice; create indigenous academic programs and modules; promote researches niches that address indigenous health systems priorities; forge meaningful engagement and partnerships with local communities.

In closing, fully transformed, inclusive and diverse universities have potentially, greater competitive edge in the knowledge economy.
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Medical doctors and dentists working in private practice are generally faced with the situation of “no work, no pay”. Although most have some form of indemnity cover to ensure they will receive and income if they are injured or incapacitated, this will be of no benefit if they are unable to work due to non-medical conditions, or for other extraneous reasons such as a lack of patients.

In light of the current C19 pandemic and government restrictions on human contact, it is going to be extremely difficult for dental practitioners who have closed their rooms or scaled down their practices to treating only emergency patients to earn an income. They may have to explore other avenues of staying financially solvent in these difficult and unpredictable times, and leads to the question:

Is Covid-19 (C19) going to be an excuse to justify the indiscriminate and potentially irresponsible issuing of sick letters and prescriptions by healthcare professionals?

In responses to the question “Would you issue a sick certificates for family members? Almost half of the dentists said yes, one fifth a definite no and 34% said it would depend.

When asked to elaborate on their answers, many of the comments and opinions were similar thematically and thus not repeated below. All others are presented verbatim.

- If it’s true then yes (but you have to be ethical).
- Yes they are all still patients with problems.
- It’s practical. Why should I go and pay someone else for something that I can do myself.
- Yes. You will not go and prescribe incorrect medication deliberately!
- You act professionally towards all patients and family in the same manner.
- Yes if you follow the Hippocratic Oath.
- If you have integrity and can be sure of non-attachment.
- Patients are patients and I treat them all the same.
Those who said ‘No’ gave reasons such as:

- No, it’s unethical!
- It’s difficult to monitor proper compliance, and human factors must not be discounted.
- No, you can easily become biased.
- They will take advantage. (Especially relatives)
- It sets a precedent and can lead them to expect you to bail them out in the future.

The ‘It depends’ group generally said ‘Yes’, but had added provisos like:

- In emergency situations only, otherwise it’s better to consult with a colleague or medical practitioner.
- It depends, are you honest and will not abuse the system?
- Only if you also treat those family members then it’s OK.
- Also they must have been treated on the day that you issue the letters.
- It depends on the situation. They must have come for treatment, and the treatment should justify a sick note.
- As long as it’s not over treatment or over medication.
- As long as I am not prescribing out of my field or for non-dental conditions.
- Only in emergency situations or if you are the most qualified person, or if a referral would be impractical (such as if services are far away).
- As long as treatment was actually performed.

In responses to the question “Would you write prescriptions for medication for family members?”, there were more ‘Yes’ responses with over two thirds saying they would and less than 6% who said a definite ‘No’. Just under one third (28%) said it would depend.

Many of the comments were similar to those for writing sick certificates, with most of the added opinions being in the “It depends” category.

Under the definite ‘Yes’ replies were statements such as:

- You have a medical qualification, so why not.
- I’m a doctor and capable so definitely ‘Yes’.
- Patients are patients regardless of their relation.
- I see no problem if you are honest and ethical.

The only strong NO’s felt that the possibility of bias and abuse was too great (Author comment: they didn’t specify if they meant abusing your favours or abusing the drugs!)

The remaining comments all fell under the ‘It depends’ category

There was a strong emphasis that it must be within the scope of dentistry and be needed for some actual dental treatment or condition. They include:

- As long as it’s within your scope of practice and necessary for the diagnosis.
- It depends on the severity of the condition. If it involves any scheduled medication then I will rather send to a colleague.
- Only if the family member is also your patient and the prescription is for the actual treatment you are performing, not for other conditions.
- Only if I’m allowed to prescribe that drugs and I know the pharmacological effects and side effects.
- It must be restricted to your scope of practice but it’s OK for emergencies of chronic medication.
- If they are not my patients but I am the only qualified health care professional around and it’s an emergency then I will.
- The medicine must be needed and not done as a favour.

DISCUSSION

This survey question asked dentists about writing sick certificates and scripts for family members. However, in light of the current C19 pandemic, it can be anticipated that more and more patients as well as the broader public will be approaching practitioners with requests for letters to justify their absenteeism from work, as well as for a variety of drugs and medicinal products.

At the same time, most clinicians have limited their practices to treating only patients in serious pain or with dental emergencies. This is going to place a huge financial burden on them as these procedures are not
common and generally not well reimbursed. Dental specialists could be more affected as they do not see walk-in patients and generally perform fewer emergency procedures.

Furthermore, clinicians may also want to restrict their contact with people, and could be very tempted to write letters and issue scripts to anyone asking for these, both as a means of generating income and without needing to see or consult with them in person.

They may manipulate Code 8104 which makes provision for limited oral examinations, consultation for a specific problem not requiring a full mouth examination, and the issuing of prescriptions.¹

The problem is that the dentist may never actually see the patient clinically, and thus cannot carry out a comprehensive clinical and oral examination, may not elicit a full medical history and cannot make use of confirmatory radiographs. Their diagnosis will be based on patient-reported signs and symptoms which are bound to be subjective, maybe grossly misleading, and could lead to a completely erroneous diagnosis.

Of more concern is the likelihood that clinicians may over-prescribe antibiotics. This goes against current trends to manage disease and infection conservatively wherever possible, especially when one considers the universal problem of ever-increasing numbers and types of drug-resistant bacteria.

In the United States, not only are over one third of antibiotics prescribed unnecessary, often the selection and duration of treatment are also inappropriate.² However, patients often expect and demand scripts for medication, and may place undue pressure on the dentist to comply.

Antibiotic prescribing may also be influenced by psychological factors, perceived or genuine patient expectations, clinical workload, habit, or in some instances, blatant lack of accountability.²

Considering the current situation, this may seem like a “win-win” situation for all. However, the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention recommend that clinicians consider the condition carefully before writing scripts for antibiotics, as in many instances delayed prescribing, active monitoring, and the use of relevant diagnostic aids may be more prudent.²

Antibiotic stewardship is a term developed to monitor and promote optimization of antibiotic use in order to ensure patient safety and outcomes. It includes ensuring that antibiotics are only given when necessary and beneficial, that the right agent, dose and duration of treatment are used, and that when needed they should be started promptly.²

Remember, the responsibility for potential side effects of a prescription remains with the issuing doctor. Thus if they have not carried out a full consultation, they may be unaware of possible contraindications or drug interactions, especially amongst patients who self-prescribe or are on polypharmacy.

CONCLUSIONS

Now more than ever clinicians are going to be called upon to be calm and rational, to make educated decisions, and to act with honesty and integrity despite the temptation to try and fill their rapidly emptying rooms and pockets.

To quote Roy T Bennett:

“Do what is right - Not what is easy or popular”³
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Below are images of three patients presenting at the department due to the effects of multimodality therapies of childhood cancer on the developing dentition. What are the important developing abnormalities discernible?

**INTERPRETATION**

Figure 1 is a radiograph of a ten year old female presenting with a history of radiation treatment for a T cell lymphoma. It is a type of cancer that forms in T cells (a type of immune system cell). T-cell lymphomas may be either indolent (slow-growing) or aggressive (fast-growing). Most T-cell lymphomas are non-Hodgkin lymphomas. There are many different types of T-cell non-Hodgkin lymphomas. Reported abnormalities include hypodontia, microdontia, enamel hypoplasia, root stunting, taurodontia, over-retention of primary teeth, an increased caries index and decreased temporomandibular joint mobility. Existing reports have found that children may be at greater risks for odontogenic developmental abnormalities if treated with chemotherapy when younger than 5 years because of proliferation of dental stem cells during this period. Figure 2 is a pantomograph of a ten year old male who had been treated at the age of 2 years for bilateral retinoblastoma. At the time he received a total of 40 Gray at 250 kVp over a 4-week period directed at both orbits. The radiograph shows extensive resorption of the roots of all the maxillary teeth. Figures 3 & 4 are images of a ten year old female who had been radiated at the age of 2 years for a retinoblastoma of the left eye. The exact dosage could not be determined. The clinical and radiographic examination revealed that the permanent teeth in the left maxilla and mandible had been affected. Radiographic examination of the alveolar bone revealed to be more radiolucent on the left side than the right side. Retinoblastoma presents as a rapidly developing carcinoma developing from immature cells of the retina, which is reported to be the most common malignant tumour affecting the eyes during childhood. Sixty five percent of the affected cases present with unilateral retinoblastoma. Treatment includes surgical enucleation of the affected eye, external beam radiotherapy, brachytherapy, cryotherapy and chemotherapy. The side–effects of various cancer treatment modalities especially radiotherapy present as a plethora of skeletal and dental anomalies.
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CPD questionnaire

This edition is accredited for a total of 3 CEUs: 1 ethical plus 2 general CEUs

GENERAL

COVID-19 pandemic and the dental practice

1. Identify the CORRECT answer. With regards to PPE to combat SARS-CoV-2 transmission, what combination of gear cannot be withheld or left out?
   A. Headwear and goggles
   B. Goggles/visor and N95 mask
   C. N95 mask and gown
   D. N95 mask and footwear

2. Identify the CORRECT answer. An 18-year-old patient who just returned from studying in China attends your practice with a main complaint of severe pain following a back tooth having “broken off” after she had a car accident yesterday afternoon. The best treatment modality for this patient is:
   A. Triage, questionnaire, education, instruct to self-isolate, and call the Department Of Health Corona Virus Hotline
   B. Triage, questionnaire, necessary PPE, intra-oral examination, postpone procedure
   C. Triage, questionnaire, necessary PPE, intra-oral examination, relieve pain/sepsis, definitive treatment postponed
   D. Triage, questionnaire, necessary PPE, intra-oral examination, root canal treatment of tooth with composite filling

3. Identify the CORRECT answer. SARS-CoV-2 can potentially remain viable within aerosols generated during dental procedures for approximately how long?
   A. 3 days
   B. 15.9 hours
   C. 2.74 hours
   D. 3 seconds

4. Identify the CORRECT statement. Which of the following are true for the N95 respirators?
   A. There are no standard test for nanoparticle penetration on respirators
   B. The N95 respirator can filter 100% of airborne particles
   C. Proven to provide protection against nanoparticles
   D. All N95 respirators are manufactured the same and can form a tight seal around the face

5. Identify the CORRECT answer. Which of procedures below can be deemed a dental emergency?
   A. Extraction of un-erupted primary tooth, asymptomatic
   B. Scale and polish
   C. Dental pain on 46
   D. Routine bitewings to identify caries

Mandibular first and second premolars with challenging root canal anatomy
- Part 1: Review of the literature

6. Identify the CORRECT statement. Which of the following teeth are associated with the highest failure rate when evaluating non-surgical root canal therapy?
   A. Mandibular first premolars
   B. Mandibular second premolars
   C. Maxillary first premolars
   D. Maxillary second premolars

7. Identify the CORRECT statement. According to Cleghorn, Christie and Dong, most mandibular first premolars have a single root with how many canals?
   A. Two canals that join apically
   B. Two separate canals
   C. One canal
   D. High incidence of variation

8. Identify the CORRECT answer. What percentage of mandibular second premolars have authors reported to have single roots with three different root canals?
   A. 1% of cases
   B. 2-4% of cases
   C. 10% of cases
   D. 18% of cases
   E. 0.4% of cases

Mandibular first and second premolars with challenging root canal anatomy
- Part 2: Endodontic management

9. Identify the CORRECT answer. In Case Report 2, the access was modified with which Start-X tip in an effort to locate the third root canal orifice?
   A. Start-X number 1
   B. Start-X number 3
   C. Start-X number 2
   D. None of the above

10. Identify the CORRECT statement. According to available literature, the following guidelines can be followed to investigate radiographs and identify additional root canals:
    A. Parallel radiographs taken from either 30° mesial or 30° distal
    B. Parallel and pre-operative radiographs taken from either 30° mesial or 30° distal
    C. Radiographs taken from either 40° mesial or 30° distal
    D. None of the above
11. Identify the CORRECT statement.
   A. The snowball sampling method was used to select participants for this study
   B. A simple random sampling technique was used to select participants for this study
   C. A purposive sampling method was used to select participants for this study
   D. All of the above
   E. None of the above

12. Identify the CORRECT answer. How many respondents consented to participate in this study?
   A. 393
   B. 363
   C. 383
   D. 373
   E. None of the above

13. Identify the CORRECT statement.
   A. SPSS version 24 was used for data management and analysis
   B. SPSS version 22 was used for data management and analysis
   C. NVIVO version 12 was used for data management and analysis
   D. All the above
   E. None of the above

14. Identify the INCORRECT statement. It has been surmised that the development of intentional social engagement amongst *Homo erectus* individuals was associated with:
   A. by the use of tools for hunting, gathering and food preparation
   B. the refinement of an upright posture during ambulation
   C. the inclusion of meat in early *Homo erectus* diet
   D. upright bonding between males and females

15. Identify the INCORRECT statement. Maps of the voxel values of the tissues in the region of the M3 socket showed:
   A. no differences between the materials in the socket and surrounding the root
   B. significantly different values between bone, breccia and the material in the socket of M3
   C. the material in the socket of M3 to be less dense than the alveolar bone
   D. the material in the socket of M3 to be denser than the breccia surrounding the specimen

16. Identify the CORRECT statement. Photographs play an important role in aiding identification, whereby common forensic techniques include:
   A. Direct comparison of morphological dental traits
   B. Dental superimposition
   C. Analysis of incisal contours of anterior teeth
   D. All of the above

17. Identify the CORRECT statement. Which of the following statements are most accurate with regards to identification from photographs?
   A. SnapChat dental ID is an example of a new smartphone application utilising photographs to create a social networking archive of dental data.
   B. Teeth are poor sources of identification, as they tend to decompose
   C. An ante-mortem photograph is crucial when taking post-mortem photographs
   D. Photographic analysis for identification purposes has only one advantage of minimal storage space

18. Identify the CORRECT statement. Which of the following statements are the MOST accurate regarding childhood malignancy:
   A. Most T-cell lymphomas are Hodgkin lymphomas
   B. Retinoblastomas are largely uncommon malignancies affecting the eyes during childhood
   C. Children may be at greater risks for odontogenic developmental abnormalities if treated with chemotherapy when younger than 5 years
   D. None of the above

19. Identify the CORRECT statement. Indigenization refers to the:
   A. overall intention to incorporate indigenous knowledge and experience in an educational system
   B. overall intention to remove external influences from an educational system
   C. overall intention of changing an educational system
   D. customization of external concepts for local educational systems

20. Identify the CORRECT statement. Transformation of higher education institutions is NOT:
   A. necessary for competitive advantage
   B. a moral imperative for higher education
   C. obligatory and good for its own sake
   D. Any of the above

A suggested intentional extraction of a wisdom tooth: Implies capacity for prosocial behaviour in *Homo erectus*

Forensic case book: mirror image “selfie” causes confusion

Indigenizing oral health education
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ETHICS

From Pandemic, to Panic to ‘Pendemic’

21. Identify the CORRECT statement. In this survey, most dentists felt it was OK ethically to prescribe medication for family if:
   A. the family member needed it for flu or other medical symptoms
   B. the family member was afraid to go to a doctor
   C. the prescription was for an actual dental condition
   D. the prescription was not for an incorrect dose or time period

22. Identify the CORRECT statement. Ethically, a dentist could issue a sick certificate based on:
   A. A telephonic conversation with a patient
   B. If the patient reported that their toothache had kept them away from work
   C. If the patient had been seen on that day in question
   D. If the patient had been seen a few days earlier but said the tooth was still painful

23. Identify the CORRECT answer. According to Code 8104 a dentist can:
   A. carry out a limited oral examination
   B. consult for a specific problem only
   C. charge for issuing of a prescription
   D. All of the above
   E. Only A and C above are correct

24. Identify the CORRECT answer. The authors of this paper feel that ethical problems with a telephonic consultation include:
   A. Dentists may overcharge
   B. Dentists can’t carry out a comprehensive clinical and oral examination
   C. Patient reports may be subjective
   D. B and C above are concerns

25. Identify the CORRECT answer. “Just-in case” prescription of antibiotics:
   A. is justified if the dentist is unsure of their diagnosis
   B. can lead to the development of drug resistant microorganisms
   C. is allowed if the dentist is worried the patient may have C19 infection
   D. is justified if the dentist does not want to physically consult with the patient
   E. All of the above apply

Online CPD in 6 Easy Steps

1. Go to the SADA website www.sada.co.za.
2. Log into the ‘member only’ section with your unique SADA username and password.
3. Select the CPD navigation tab.
4. Select the questionnaire that you wish to complete.
5. Enter your multiple choice answers. Please note that you have two attempts to obtain at least 70%.
6. View and print your CPD certificate.
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